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DRIVEN
BY PASSION
There is hardly another sector so diverse
as ours: at transport logistic 2015 in Munich,
you can discover the trends that move us.
At this trade fair, we are presenting ourselves as
a European rail freight operator, in all
the facets that our business has to offer: rail
products and services throughout Europe, industryspecific products, and solutions for small and
medium-sized businesses.

“Pulp is extremely
versatile. This is
what makes it so
fascinating.”

You are warmly invited to visit our stand
in Munich. There, you will meet not
only partners with expertise, but also passionate
logistics specialists who are pushing
wholeheartedly for a Europe without frontiers, even if this makes others uncomfortable –
for example, in single-wagon freight or where the issue of sustainability is involved.

JÜRGEN RÖHER, TEAM LEADER PULP & PAPER,
DB SCHENKER RAIL

T

he magazine which you are now
holding is made mainly of pulp. This
is the basic raw material in paper
production. Pulp is created when plant
fibres – mostly wood – are broken down
chemically. Paper is just one of the many
end products in which pulp is involved: in
addition to applications in industry, pulp
can also be contained in nappies, gauze
bandages and plasters. It is used as viscose
in clothing and as a composite material in
gypsum and cement. It is also present in
car tyres. “Pulp is extremely versatile,”
explains Jürgen Röher, Team Leader Pulp
& Paper, DB Schenker Rail. “This is what
makes it so fascinating.”
Pulp is transported mainly in 250
-kilogram bales, which are tied together
in groups of eight to form a compact unit
weighing around two tonnes. A DB
Schenker Rail four-axle wagon can carry
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30 to 32 units, or up to 64 tonnes. “This
means a covered sliding-wall wagon can
be utilised so as to take the place of two
and a half lorries,” Röher explains.
Across Europe, DB Schenker Rail
transports around 2.1 million tonnes of pulp
each year – and rising. With transport
operations for paper included, the figure
stands at 6.1 million tonnes. As pulp is used
in time-critical production processes, the
rail operator has developed the DB
SCHENKERpapersolution product. This
door-to-door service is handled by DB
Schenker railports, a process which enables
this basic raw material to reach its destination on time and quickly. The Pulp &
Paper industry team oversees the transport
operations,informs customers proactively
and offers additional service elements, such
as plant logistics, storage and the “Door-toDoor via Terminal” service.
mh
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EXPERTS IN PULP
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Let us discuss together how we can become better,
more reliable, faster and more international.
I wish you an exciting read and look forward
to many stimulating conversations!

Axel Marschall
Member of the Management Board
DB Schenker Rail

Online – whether on a mobile or desktop device– or in traditional hard copy,
we communicate with our customers through many channels. You can
download railways to take away for smartphones and tablet computers at the
Apple AppStore and Google Play. Simply download and install the app – and
then you will always have the very latest issue ready and waiting.
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touch the relevant flag on the app and discover the world of
railways in the language of your choice.
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MARKETS & INNOVATIONS

SWEET TRAINS: EUROPE’S
RAIL FREIGHT OPERATOR
HELPS SÜDZUCKER AG
IN THE ITALIAN MARKET
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NEWS

NEWS
DERBYSHIRE/GREAT BRITAIN

Last year, DB Schenker Rail UK transported two million tonnes of
limestone from the Dove Holes Quarry in the county of Derbyshire by
rail for its longstanding customer Cemex. This represented a 20 per
cent increase in the transport volume compared with 2013 – an absolute record for this quarry in the High Peak district in the English
Midlands. The limestone that is shipped from the quarry by rail forms
the basis for the production of cement and asphalt and is supplied to
13 destinations all over Britain. Mick Tinsley, Head of Building
Materials at DB Schenker Rail UK, said: “We are pleased that we have
managed, in collaboration with Cemex, to transport the greatest
volume of fillers ever achieved. This has enabled us to help Cemex
achieve their business goals in the fast-growing building materials
market.” The environmental benefit is also significant, Tinsley adds:
“Two million tonnes of fillers transported by rail are equivalent to
more than 65,000 semitrailer journeys, which we have thus spared
the overloaded British road network.” mh
MAINZ/GERMANY

TOP QUALITY WITH NETZWERKBAHN

PRODUCT
MODEL

Notification of the time of receipt of the consignment, transparency about
their own consignment thanks to information exchange using IT, and higher
quality as a result of more stable journey times: the aim is for all customers at
DB Schenker Rail to reap the benefits of the continued development of the
Netzwerkbahn business model. For this reason, all customers are being kept informed by their sales contacts this year about the changes that this process
entails. The main feature is the switch to a two-stage electronic commissioning
process. Orders can be placed from eleven days before the train’s departure up
to 12 noon on the day prior to the date of dispatch. Completion of the order, including wagon numbers and weight, will take place up to one hour before the
time at which the consignment is made available for dispatch. This will raise the
quality of transport operations to a whole new level. mh
Info: www.dbschenker.com/netzwerkbahn

BOOKING

SALES

PLANNING

EXECUTION

Photos: Cemex, Thomas Straub, DB AG, fotolia, Dorota i Tomek Krupinscy; Fotowidzenie.pl

RECORD FOR CEMEX

KATTOWITZ/POLAND

CERTIFICATE FOR
ECO-FRIENDLINESS

GYŐR/HUNGARY

NEW HEADQUARTERS OPENED

The European Forum for Environmental Responsibility
(EFOE) certification body has confirmed that DB
Schenker Rail Polska meets all the criteria of the Polish
environmental label Firma Bliska Środowisku (ecofriendly company). An internal audit has shown that
DB Schenker Rail Polska regards its responsibility for
the environment as a key element in its management
and development strategy. “Treating the environment
with care is one of the fundamental pillars of our
strategy,” said Marek Staszek, CEO of DB Schenker
Rail Polska. This, he added, is demons-trated not only
in the company’s day-to-day business, but also in its
immediate neighbourhood through its support for
local environmental-protection initiatives. For
example, last year volunteers from DB Schenker Rail
Polska took part in a waste-collection campaign in
Zabrze and Jaworzno. mh

Around 50 visitors attended the opening ceremony for DB
Schenker Rail Hungária’s new headquarters, including representatives of the customers Audi and Glencore and the partner
companies GYSEV Cargo, RCH, MÁV and DB Schenker. In his
speech, Hans-Georg Werner, Member of the Management
Board for Region East at DB Schenker Rail, talked about the
growing importance of the Hungarian market to DB Schenker
Rail. “In recent years, DB Schenker Rail’s Hungarian subsidiary
has consistently expanded its range of services and has
established itself successfully in Hungary’s rail market. The
move to its new headquarters is a further important mile-stone
in the successful history of DB Schenker Rail Hungária as a
company,” Werner said. Afterwards, Hans-Georg Werner, Győr’s
deputy mayor Dávid Fekete and Nándor Németh, Managing
Director of DB Schenker Rail Hungária Kft (left to right), came
together to cut the opening ribbon. mh

Derbyshire

Kattowitz

Zabrze
Mainz

Burghausen

BURGHAUSEN/GERMANY

COMBINED TRANSPORT TERMINAL:
NEW EUROPEAN HUB IN THE
INTERMODAL TRANSPORT NETWORK
The combined transport terminal in Burghausen (KTB) was officially put into operation in mid-January. Companies in the Bavarian chemical triangle can now deliver their products quickly,
reliably and in an environmentally friendly manner to customers
all over the world. “With this new terminal, we are linking up
road and rail in a growing industrial region,” German Transport
Minister Alexander Dobrindt said at the opening. Following a
start-up phase, trains are running every weekday to Bremer
haven and Hamburg and back. Weekly shuttle links between
Burghausen, Rotterdam and Antwerp are also planned. The
terminal is being operated by a consortium made up of DB Schenker BTT GmbH, Deutsche Umschlagsgesellschaft Schiene-Strasse
(DUSS) mbH and Karl Schmidt Spedition GmbH & Co. KG. an
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Győr

ZABRZE/POLAND

NEW MANAGEMENT BOARD MEMBERS
AT DB SCHENKER RAIL POLSKA
The Polish subsidiary of DB Schenker Rail has appointed two new
Management Board Members. At the beginning of the year, Paweł
Pucek assumed responsibility for sales and Thomas Hesse for finance. Paweł Pucek studied at the Silesian Technical University and
has been working in the rail industry since 1994. The 45-year-old started his working life at PTKiGK Sp. z o.o. in Zabrze. Following its takeover by DB Schenker Rail in 2009 he became Director of Product
Management and Sales Support at DB Schenker Rail Polska, then
Director of Service Design and Operations and finally Director of
Sales. The 44-year-old Thomas Hesse joined DB Schenker Rail in
2001. In 2010 he was appointed Director of Finance & Controlling
at DB Schenker Rail Region East. Thomas Hesse will continue to
perform this role. an
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HEART AND SOUL
Husband and wife
team Nino and Maria
Lauda jointly run the
Italian restaurant
Volare in Frankfurt
am Main.

EUROPE
TO
THE CORE
METAL
ENTHUSIAST
Ralf Schubert
works on the
scrap island
in Duisburg.

DB Schenker Rail runs 5,000 trains a day
throughout Europe. The people behind
this operation – those who work on the railway
and for our customers and partners –
ensure that industry, businesses and consumers
receive much-needed goods on time. They
plan and organise the trains, loading, shunting
and delivering.

More information is available at
dbschenker.com/stories
Here, you will have access to the films about Railnet
Europe and the industry product scrap-solution. Scan
the QR code to go straight to the website.
08
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HOMELAND
Nino Lauda maintains
the Italian way of life.

HIGH STANDARDS
Tomatoes are one
of the main
ingredients in the
cuisine of Volare.

checked for damage before being dispatched by rail.
They embark on their journey northwards in covered
sliding-wall wagons that run on two or four axles.
The railport in Castelguelfo is a success story. Just
last year the multi-purpose transhipment point was
expanded with the addition of a further warehouse.
In addition to the existing storage facility, which is
geared primarily to the needs of the steel industry, a
storage shed with an area of 4,500 square metres has
been created. The new building houses a loading track
with ramp and is tailored specifically to those customers who transfer palletised goods such as tinned
tomatoes there.

ITALIAN FEELING
In Frankfurt restaurant Volare great importance is attached
to the preparation of dishes using Italian tomatoes. They begin
their long rail journey across the Alps to Germany at
DB Schenker’s railport in Castelguelfo.

he kitchen of the Volare restaurant in Frankfurt
is humming with activity. Maria Lauda moves
assuredly between her chefs through the space. The
manageress tries a sauce, nods contentedly and gives
the next chef a tip. She looks over the dishes prepared
before they leave the kitchen and finally turns her
attention lovingly to a dessert. Every motion counts.
“The passion for cooking was passed on to me in
the cradle,” explains Maria Lauda. “I never wanted to
do anything else. And today I really enjoy giving our
guests an authentic slice of the Italian way of life.”
Her husband Nino Lauda comes up to the counter,
hands over a new order and takes two plates with main
courses from his wife. “She is the heart and soul of our
restaurant,” says Nino Lauda.
As Nino goes through his restaurant, he welcomes
many guests personally. They are customers who
come to dine here regularly. “I came to Frankfurt am
Main from Molise on the Adriatic coast 20 years ago.

10

I always dreamt of opening my own restaurant some
day.” Nino looks into the distance and becomes lost
in thought. In his mind, he crosses the Alps and
reaches Italy, where the sun shines, giving the ingredients of his cuisine their flavoursome ripeness.
At about the same time, some 800 kilometres further south, in the Italian province of Emilia-Romagna,
several lorries are driving along the motorway towards
Parma. Their destination is the DB Schenker railport
in Castelguelfo, just outside the city famed for its
delicacies. The trucks are laden with tinned tomatoes.
These tomatoes come from the sun-drenched region
around Parma, where they are harvested and immediately processed.
At the railport the pallets are trans-shipped for the
journey to Central Europe. “Before that we carry out
one more quality inspection at the railport,” explains
Karl Peer, Key Account Manager at DB Schenker Rail
Italia Services. The pallets and tinned products are

Photos: Martin Moritz/DB AG, Getty Images
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“We are particularly
demanding when it comes
to anything to do with
tomatoes. But, fortunately,
that is no problem. Our
market has the best tinned
tomatoes you can buy,
delivered straight from Italy”
NINO LAUDA, VOLARE RESTAURANT

Some 300 wagons depart from the Castelguelfo railport every month. It lies in the Interporto di Parma
business park and thus directly on Italy’s Milan–
Rome–Naples main line. Individual wagons and wagon groups from Central and Northern Europe arrive
here with DB Schenker Rail Italia seven times a week.
The railport also provides a link to the A1 and A15
motorways.
Even the Frankfurt restaurateur Nino Lauda drops
in if he is travelling to his old home by car. Several
times a year he visits producers in Italy to order wine
and grappa. But this morning he is on his way to
Frankfurt’s indoor market to buy produce for that

LOGISTICS
The tinned tomatoes
travel through
half of Europe
before reaching
their destination.
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WELL PROTECTED
In Castelguelfo the
tinned tomatoes
are transferred onto
covered sliding-wall
wagons. The journey
then continues
northwards.

12
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WAY OF LIFE
Once the work is done
all the staff sit around
the table together
like a big family.

SELECTIVE
Nino Lauda makes a
point of ensuring
that his tomatoes
come from Italy.

evening. “Ingredients, of course, form the basis of our
wonderful food,” he explains. Along the way he stops
for a quick ristretto at his favourite espresso bar.
At the indoor market he receives a friendly reception from the traders. Everyone knows everyone.
Nino inspects the vegetables, bread and meat. “We
have been working with our regular suppliers for
many years. And here in Frankfurt we really can get
everything we need for cooking.”
Nino Lauda picks up a tin of tomato sauce. “We
are particularly demanding when it comes to
anything to do with tomatoes,” says Nino Lauda.”
But, fortunately, that is no problem. Our market has
the best tinned tomatoes you can buy, delivered
straight from Italy.”
The exact same tin of tomatoes that Nino Lauda is
holding in his hand was earlier loaded from the truck
onto the four-axle wagon at the Castelguelfo railport.
Three different producers of tinned tomatoes supply
their goods to Parma. Until recently, they were transshipped in the traditional way to ensure that their
goods were not mixed up: the consignment from one
14

rator taking over through the alpine country. DB
Schenker Rail takes the reins again in Basel, running
the trains along the Rhine route within the singlewagon network via Heilbronn to Mannheim. Mannheim is the central base for all shuttle concepts
be-tween Italy and Germany. With a throughput capacity of some 5,300 wagons per day, the station is one
of Europe’s biggest and most efficient marshalling
yards and can be used as a transhipment point at the
same time. Here, the tinned tomatoes are again reloaded onto trucks and dispatched to their final destinations, Bad Friedrichshall and Fritzlar. From there
they are supplied to the traders from whom Nino
Lauda buys them.
The transport volumes between Parma/Castelguelfo and Mannheim vary greatly according to season.
“On average it is ten four-axle wagons per week, but
this can sometimes rise to 35 four-axle wagons a
week,” remarks Peer. That is equivalent to a transport
weight – given a 62-tonne load per four-axle wagon
– of 620 tonnes on average, rising to a maximum of
2,000 tonnes per week. Indeed, the volumes have
been rising continuously for some time, and DB Schenker Rail Italia is therefore having to reorganise itself.
“Over the last nine-month period we have exceeded
our practical limits. In January we had 50 per cent
more than we could have im-agined in our wildest
dreams,” notes Peer.

lorry was loaded completely and on a one-to-one basis
onto a two-axle wagon, while consignments from two
lorries were loaded onto a four-axle wagon. Modern
tracking and tracing systems have opened up completely new possibilities.
“We have introduced a more efficient system,”
says Karl Peer. The pallets are now loaded directly
onto the waiting wagons until the modern freight cars
are completely full, and then they set off. This saves
time and full util-isation of the wagons protects the
environment. “At the same time, we are fulfilling the
requirement for full tracking with food shipments,”
explains Peer. “The exact location of every pallet can
be determined at any time.” In this way, DB Schenker
Rail can ensure that a producer’s complete load is back
together again at the destination – even though it was
efficiently loaded onto different wagon types earlier.
The wagons of tinned tomatoes are integrated into
DB Schenker Rail Italia’s single wagon freight operations from Castelguelfo and run in various trains towards Switzerland. On the border in Chiasso, the
traction service provider changes, the Swiss SBB opeRAILWAYS 02 | 15

“We feel really at home
here in Germany –
especially when we have
a little piece of Italy
on a plate in front of us.”
MARIA LAUDA, VOLARE RESTAURANT

Back at Volare in Frankfurt. Nino Lauda unpacks his
purchases. He places a tin of tomatoes on the kitchen
counter and opens it. Maria adds the tomatoes to a
pan of simmering sauce. Maria tastes the sauce and
nods happily. “This is my grandmother’s secret recipe.
The best tomato sauce in the world!” Nino takes the
steaming plates and carries them into the full restaurant.
By late evening the restaurant is empty. The staff
are sitting around a table like a big family and enjoying
a meal together. Maria Lauda says: “We feel really at
home here in Germany – especially when we have a
little piece of Italy on a plate in front of us.”
mh

Contact | Karl Peer
Telephone: +39 02 3670-6722
karl.peer@dbschenker.eu

This story about the
tomatoes’ journey
from Italy to Germany
can be found in Italian
on our app.
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R

alf Schubert operates the screwdriver with one
hand. The throttle value of a carburettor opens
and closes with a clicking sound. Schubert breathes
an audible sigh of relief. In front of him in his garage
stands an old motorbike, a masterpiece of two-wheeled
engineering. It is his machine. He carefully mounts
the carburettor onto the front cylinder.

“SCRAP IS MY PASSION”
Ralf Schubert is yard manager on the Duisburg scrap island run by
TSR Recycling GmbH & Co. KG. He thus works at a pivotal point for
DB Schenker Rail’s transport operations.

“I know every single screw in my bike,” says Ralf
Schubert, casting a critical eye over the carburettor.
Behind him, on the back wall of his garage, hang tools
in meticulous order. On the workbench and in crates
are the bike’s spare parts. “If you look after them carefully, motorbikes actually improve with age. It is 32
years old and has never let me down.”

A NORMAL DAY ON SCRAP ISLAND
When Ralf Schubert is not working on his motorbike
or on the move with it, he works on the “scrap island”
in Duisburg’s inland port. He has been employed
there for over 25 years, and as site manager since 2008.
“We expertly dismantle and sort the cars, girders, rails
and other scrap delivered here. We then put together
different raw materials as requested by the customer
and deliver them.” Behind him a gripper arm is boring
into a pile of metal and a digger stacks flattened car
bodies. Fully laden trucks drive onto the site. Schubert
must monitor every process.
The scrap island is one of the biggest scrap-handling
sites in Germany. A multimodal hub with direct access
to waterways, roads and the rail network – and thus
a pivotal point for DB Schenker Rail and its scrapsolution product.
Every year, DB Schenker Rail conveys some nine
million tonnes of scrap in freight wagons, making
it a key partner of the iron and steel industry. Yet

“It makes you feel
a bit like a gold
prospector. Things
that some throw
away turn into
valuable raw materials
for others.”
RALF SCHUBERT

PASSION FOR STEEL
Ralf Schubert touring
around the Ruhr area
with his motorbike.
16
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– a complex process. If too little scrap is delivered, a
key raw material is lacking, and the steelworks come
to a standstill. If there is too much of it, the wagons
laden with scrap have to wait around at the steelworks.
They are then missing from the network, creating
bottlenecks in the transport operations.

STANDING TIMES DOWN BY 70 PER CENT
DB Schenker Rail has analysed the flows of goods and
scrutinised the whole supply chain in the scrap market. All those involved in the round trips were integrated and mapped in a system. DB Schenker Rail can

now coordinate the whole transport chain from a
single source, directly on the basis of the orders from
steelworks. And with great success: turnaround cycles
have been speeded up, peak periods reduced and planning predictably increased. Since the introduction of
DB Schenker’s scrap-solution standing times at steelworks and scrap stock levels on customer premises
have been reduced by 70 per cent.
Ralf Schubert has retreated to his office on the scrap
island. He shows photos of exotic scrap yards. One
photo is of a railway scrap yard that Ralf Schubert visited in Havana.

“I can now recognise
at a glance the quality of
the scrap delivered
and which customer it
would be suitable for.”
RALF SCHUBERT

AESTHETIC SENSE
Not an abstract
work of art, but
the remains of
scrapped cars.

GOLD PROSPECTORS AT WORK
Ralf Schubert is well aware of that. Yet beyond the
practical considerations he also has an aesthetic approach to scrap. He grabs a piece from the pile of stainless steel on the scrap island. He examines with
interest the strangely misshapen and shiny piece of
metal in his hand. “Scrap is something beautiful to
me,” he says. “It’s difficult to describe, but there is a
lot in there.” He watches as a loading crane lifts scrap
into the waiting railway wagons.
18

“It makes you feel a bit like a gold prospector. Things
that some throw away turn into valuable raw materials for others.”
The workers at the scrap yard do indeed have something in common with gold prospectors. Both are
striving to retrieve valuable little specks from huge
volumes of material. Crushing, sorting and trimming
are among the traditional activities. Ferrous scrap can
be graded into over 40 specifications. Ultimately the
component parts are always sent back to the metalworking industry.
DB Schenker Rail has made these processes even
more efficient. The sharp price and volume fluctuations on the scrap market mean that scrap dealers are
keen to keep the periods between purchase and shipment as short as possible. The steelworks, however,
order as much as possible when the prices are low.
These volumes are then to be delivered in instalments

Photos: Martin Moritz/DB AG

scrap-solution covers much more than the transport
of scrap metal: it is a system for the whole supply
chain from the steel producer to the scrap dealer to
the entire logistics, up to and including recycling.
Steel is an immortal raw material after all. It can be
reprocessed time and again, making it a prime example of recycling.

RAILWAYS 02 | 15

TREASURE ISLAND
Valuable pieces
are always to be
found among the
scrap materials.
19
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RECYCLING
Cutting, sorting,
trimming: traditional
activities at
a scrap yard.

20
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“Scrap fascinates me. I have to admit that,” he says
with a grin. “Even when I’m on holiday I won’t pass
up the chance to visit a scrap yard. You never know
whether you might learn a thing or two.”
He grabs the walkie-talkie from his desk, leaves the
office and gets into his car. Driving through the yard
he passes the mountains of scrap. He gives one of his
colleagues instructions via the walkie-talkie. “I can
now recognise at a glance the quality of the scrap delivered and which customer it would be suitable for.
You can’t learn about scrap from books. You need
years of experience at a scrap yard.” Ralf Schubert
stands on the shredding machine. His eyes roam
around the site. A crane is filling the wagons of a waiting train. Eventually the wagons are full and the train
pulls away slowly. “That is important to our customers: they can rely on receiving the material ordered
in the required quality.”
His employer is the TSR Group, one of the leading
companies in the European market for the recycling
of steel scrap and non-ferrous metals. With a history
spanning over 120 years, the company employs a workforce of some 2,600 people at around 150 sites in Europe and Asia. DB Schenker Rail’s other two major
customers are Scholz Recycling and the Alba Group.
Scholz employs about 6,000 people worldwide. With
a workforce of over 8,000, the Alba Group recycling
company is also a major player in the industry.

8.5
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SCRAP JOURNEY
Reinhard Jakubowski, Key Account Manager in DB
Schenker Rail’s Coal and Steel Division, explains the
journey taken by scrap. A large proportion of scrap,
which comes either from private households or plants,
is collected by specialist companies. “That is classic
lorry territory,” notes Jakubowski. Metal waste also
arises from the production of machine parts or cars:
surplus sheet metal that is left over after cutting and
shavings from milling or turning. The automotive
industry is therefore a major point of accumulation,
as the experts say. This is where “new scrap”, valuable,
unused steel, comes from.
This sheet waste is generally pressed into bales.
These cube-shaped, compact and very heavy bales
come straight from the car factory for onward transport by rail. Where they go now depends on their new
owner. Even as the wagons are being loaded, offers
are being invited for the volumes, which are sold to
scrap dealers. Thousands of tonnes of scrap are auctioned off to customers.
The scrap dealers have several options. They can
either dispatch the auctioned volumes directly to a
steelworks to which they have resold specific volumes.
“These are known as transfer orders,” says Jakubowski. Alternatively, they arrange for the scrap to be
transported to their intermediate storage site, such as
the scrap island in Duisburg. There they sort the scrap,

MILLION TONNES OF IRON
AND STEEL SCRAP ARE
TRANSPORTED BY DB SCHENKER
RAIL EVERY YEAR.

MILLION TONNES OF SCRAP
ARE PURCHASED BY THE
GERMAN STEEL INDUSTRY
EVERY YEAR.

116
56

RECYCLING
From Duisburg the
scrap is transported
by freight railway to
various steelworks.

“You could say
I have a weakness for
any old iron.”
RALF SCHUBERT

MILLION TONNES ARE
PURCHASED ANNUALLY
BY THE STEEL INDUSTRY
ACROSS THE EU.

PER CENT IS THE
SHARE OF SCRAP
IN STEEL PRODUCTION
IN THE EU.

PER CENT OF STEEL
PRODUCTION IN GERMANY
IS COVERED BY SCRAP.
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cutting it up or shredding it. Scrap baling presses form
bales from light scrap, large scissors cut the scrap and
shredding machines compact the material into fistsized and very heavy lumps. In the steelworks the
scrap is then melted down and reused.

WELL-ESTABLISHED
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
In any case, these transport operations run on DB
Schenker Rail’s single-wagon network. They are fed
from the plant into that network and transported to
their destination. This is a well-established international business. DB Schenker Rail supplies steelworks
in such countries as Belgium, Sweden, Italy, Austria,
Slovenia and Luxembourg. The rail freight operator
can even supply customers that lack their own rail
siding. These shipments are then handled via railports, multimodal logistics centres that have both a
road and rail infrastructure. The final leg to the customer is by lorry.
Back to Ralf Schubert’s garage. The motorbike enthusiast opens the garage door and gets onto his two-

wheeler, turns the ignition key and opens the petrol
valve. With a determined step on the kick-starter Ralf
Schubert brings the engine to life. “You could say I
have a weakness for any old iron.” Ralf Schubert
laughs loudly and puts his helmet on. “Old does not
mean bad – and used does not amount to worthless.
Quite the opposite.”
He turns the throttle grip and races away. As he
rides over a bridge he sees a freight train laden with
scrap in the distance. Schubert stops and gets off. The
silhouette of a large steelworks is discernible on the
horizon. Beneath him a train carrying scrap passes at
that moment under the bridge. “Who knows – maybe our scrap deliveries to the steelworks will one day
produce a pair of new brake pads for my old faithful
bike,” ponders Schubert, before roaring off on his
bike again.
mh

Contact | Reinhard Jakubowski
Telephone: +49 (0)203 3017-3124
Reinhard.Jakubowski@dbschenker.eu
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COMMITTED TO EUROPE
By Dr Alexander Hedderich,
CEO of DB Schenker Rail

Photo: Max Lautenschläger/DB AG

E
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urope is a challenge for all of us. We are taking it
on because we believe in rail freight transport as
a European growth market. Almost 60 per cent of our
freight trains already cross at least one border today.
We have consistently expanded our European network over the past decade. Direct rail connections
right across Europe are exactly what our customers
need for their processes.
Customer demand for cross-border, multimodal
and eco-friendly logistics solutions is growing. We are
taking this trend into account by seeking to increase
the benefits for our customers and to create scope for
growth with intelligent processes, state-of-the art IT
and innovations.
DB Schenker Rail is a company that is well positioned across Europe: with 15 national subsidiaries we
boast a unique network, offering customers transport
services from a single source and of consistently high
quality. We have access to the world’s biggest rail network and are able to run services Europe-wide. Innovation and digitalisation are important steps on our
path towards becoming the first choice on Europe’s
railways. With harmonised processes Europe-wide,
intelligent assets and innovative customer interfaces
we are creating the right conditions. At our European
Operations Centre (EOC) we direct and monitor 5,000
trains per day – a key step for a functioning network.
A functioning infrastructure is the basic prerequisite for utilizing the benefits of rail. We are investing,
for example, in our terminals for combined transport.
We offer our cus-tomers flexibility in their use of rail

services – even if they do not have their own rail siding. They benefit in several ways as a result: rail
freight transport helps to ease road conges-tion and
to protect the environment. Those who opt for our
Eco Plus offering can even transport their goods on a
CO2-free basis. It is also our aim to convert our entire
freight wagon fleet to quiet wagons, thus helping to
protect residents against noise. One-fifth of our freight
wagons are already “quiet-running”.
DB Schenker Rail connects Europe, but our network stretches well beyond that: DB Schenker Rail
runs trains on the world’s longest route all the way to
China, which is much quicker than by ship and cheaper than by air. At present, we are working on further
developing the transport corridor between Central
Europe and Turkey with a new concept.
We want to offer our customers intelligent and
sustainable transport concepts and to strengthen our
network. I would therefore like to invite you to the
DB Schenker Rail exhibition stand at transport logistic. Take a look at what we have achieved so far – and
what we plan to achieve in future together with you.
Benefit from the know-how of our experts – and become part of our European network!

Dr Alexander Hedderich
CEO of DB Schenker Rail
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What is the challenge?
We transport an average of 500,000 litres of beer and mineral water for Carlsberg, ten times a week. This entails
substantial fluctuations in transport volumes, and that
requires a high level of flexibility in planning. We place
particular emphasis on the punctuality, regularity and
high quality of our transport operations.

“We share the
European spirit
with our biggest client,
Carlsberg.”

PEOPLE IN THE
EUROPEAN NETWORK

How would you describe the “European spirit”
of DB Schenker Rail?
We share this European spirit with our biggest client,
Carlsberg. However, what is especially important to our
client at present is to have a local point of contact. In the
medium term, though, we also see some opportunities in
other European markets.

Employees and customers of DB Schenker Rail
work closely together to ensure that the
high requirements for industrial logistics are
met. They talk about the challenges
they face along the way on the following pages.

NIELS HANSEN,
KEY ACCOUNTER FOR CARLSBERG BREWERY,
DB SCHENKER RAIL DANMARK SERVICES

How would you describe the “European spirit”
of DB Schenker Rail?
Among all operators we offer the biggest network with
the highest train departure frequency – more than 170
departures per train-running day in around 30 European countries. And it is particularly for this that we need
partner companies such as DB Schenker Rail, which can
offer us the best possible rail product at national and international level for the respective route.
What might the future bring?
The success of the intermodal transport system depends
ultimately on the satisfaction of the freight forwarders
who are determined to shift their road haulage operations onto the environmentally friendly and safe rail
network. To remain successful in European markets the
most basic requirement of freight forwarders must be
met: reliable service quality at an attractive price. We hope that DB Schenker Rail will continue to deliver this.

PETER DANNEWITZ,
HEAD OF SALES,
KOMBIVERKEHR

“Quality and reliability
at a competitive price.”
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What is the challenge?
As Europe’s leading provider of intermodal services,
Kombiverkehr seeks to offer customers from freight forwarding and logistics a competitive and sustainable rail
product for the execution of combined transport operations by road, sea and rail that can be relied on at all
times. We face this challenge every single day together
with our partner DB Schenker Rail. The crucial criteria
here are quality and reliability at a competitive price.
What is the challenge?
As a major group, ArcelorMittal sets special standards
for bulk handling capacity and for transport operations
on a large scale and with high stability. The goods we
handle are many and varied: we transport four million
tonnes of coke, ore and lime to steelworks and are thus
responsible for guaranteeing supplies to blast furnaces.
We convey semi-finished products between ten different
plants across Europe. These are constantly changing
consignments in frequency and volume, requiring
flexibility. We are also in charge of distributing sensitive
steel coils for industry and the automotive sector.

What might the future bring?
We are currently developing a joint business-planning approach together with Carlsberg. We intend to become
even more flexible, so as to improve our ability to absorb
those fluctuations in transport volumes. We also hope that
rail freight transport will become the top priority in Denmark also seen from the Danish government, so that we
can carry out even more of our environmentally friendly
rail transport operations for the benefit of Carlsberg.

“We all have a
common goal.”

How would you describe the “European spirit”
of DB Schenker Rail?
We all have a common goal of developing networks
across Europe and offering European customers transport services of the highest standard. The great thing is
that we are constantly improving and we have more and
more projects.
What might the future bring?
My hope for the future is that all the European plants belonging to ArcelorMittal receive the same good service
from us. Our strength is that we are broadly based across
Europe. And that also applies to the customer:
ArcelorMittal is a diversified, international company and
therefore an ideal partner for us.

JAKOB WEBER,
HEAD OF SALES, ARCELORMITTAL,
DB SCHENKER RAIL
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What is the challenge?
Metsä Board products are strongly relying on strictly
timed and lean delivery chains. Therefore, it’s of utmost
importance to perform fixed and punctual scheduled
‘point to point’ rail links and damage free arrivals. In recent
years, DB Schenker has been steadily developing its product portfolio to respond to such requirements. In those
areas where selective and suitable rail solutions are made
available to Metsä Board, DB Schenker is certainly an option

“DBSR’s products
have advanced
in recent years.”

MARC LEEMANS,
DIRECTOR OPERATIONS WEST EUROPE & UK,
METSÄ BOARD BENELUX SA/NV

What might the future bring?
Metsä Board is expecting DB Schenker to further develop in
service levels, reliability of its rail solutions and sustainability of rail corridors used to support Metsä Boards
product flows. To manage such expectations, it will require
DB Schenker to match its capabilities to deliver an increasing
adaptability from its rail solutions as well as maintaining a
strong customer focus and enhance cost consciousness.

What is the challenge?
We transport spun-concrete columns manufactured by
Europoles from Neumarkt in der Oberpfalz to the
Grolland district of Bremen. From there they are sent by
ship to Algeria, where they are being used to build the
Great Mosque of Algiers. My client is TRANSA
Spedition, and TRANSA’s client is Alexander Global Logistics. The transport operations have been successful
thanks to teamwork. Sound loading advice is especially
important in order to ensure that the sensitive
columns are properly secured during transit. Damage
must be avoided in all circumstances.

MIROSŁAW GROBLA,
SITE MANAGER OF DIVISION IN WARSAW,
DB SCHENKER RAIL POLAND

How would you describe the “European spirit”
of DB Schenker Rail?
It is demonstrated by the employees from all European
countries who work together in a focused and constructive way. Our customers can convey their goods to all the
business centres of Europe – using one of the most eco
and climate-friendly modes of transport. We always have
a “can-do” approach!
What might the future bring?
We would like to be a service provider for customers
and to win them over with cost-efficient and optimised
logistics solutions. Our ultimate aim is to become a
permanent fixture in all their transport projects.
28

What is the challenge?
I am involved in organising transport operations for
Volkswagen. The automotive industry is characterised by
a large number of spare parts and variable production volumes. Each supply chain must meet high standards in
terms of fl exibility and quality. As far as I’m concerned,
the most important issue is that we are able to fulfil our
commitments, and this calls for transparency, not only
with our customers, but also with colleagues. Communication is as important as a flex-ible approach in responding
to our customers and their needs. In my work at DB
Schenker Rail Poland, I am responsible for coordinating
transport operations from Małaszewicze to Kaługa. This
task was previously carried out by PKP Cargo.

How would you describe the “European spirit”
of DB Schenker Rail?
Metsä Board is an international company with a broad
range of product flows around the world. To manage our
product streams on specific long distance routes efficiently, and where rail is adding value, it’s manda-tory to
collaborate with an international, strong partner. One
who can act across borders operate self-confidently and
secure commitments. DB Schenker has definitely taken
the right steps forward but at the same time to remain
mindful about further development potential being
present in this environment.

ANNETTE WILMS-LANGER,
REFERENTIN
NÜRNBERG LOCAL SALES,
DB SCHENKER RAIL

“We would like to be
a service provider
for customers”
RAILWAYS 02 | 15

“Working in an
international
company means
endless
opportunities.”

How would you describe the “European spirit”
of DB Schenker Rail?
DBSR provides its customers with access to the European rail network and thus to new markets across
Europe. Working in an international company means
endless opportunities, for instance involvement in international projects. We enable our employees to improve their skills by participating in interesting and
valuable training sessions. They face new challenges
every day. With its wide range of services, the com-pany is attracting new customers, which gives us the opportunity to organise the transport of diverse and
sometimes unusual goods. The “Europeanness” of the
company not only describes its convenient location and
position within the DB Group, but also the way in which
the company is managed.
What might the future bring?
DB Schenker Rail Poland is a company focused on cus-tomers – it strives to meet their expectations on a daily basis. As an honest and reliable partner, we provide
logistics solutions that are tailored to our customers’
needs while maintaining high-quality services. Punctuality, flexibility and integrity are our guiding principles. I
think our customers appreciate this.
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What is the challenge?
Hazardous freight such as ammonia requires a transportation service with high levels of safety, security and
reliability. Adhering to schedules plays an important role
in ensuring that supplies are maintained. We handle every aspect of the transport management process, develop
tailored corridor solutions and address the specific needs
associated with highly sensitive ammonia transport activities in a proactive manner. Working together with OCI
Nitrogen, we constantly strive to improve our services
and enhance our growing European network by developing connections throughout the continent. We are
always ready to provide advice, whether on technical
matters relating to equipment or the rising demand for
lead logistics provision.

ERIK KONING,
KEY ACCOUNTER FOR OCI NITROGEN,
DB SCHENKER BTT

“I am amazed by
the cultural
transformation.”

How would you describe the “European spirit”
of DB Schenker Rail?
I am fascinated by the rapid development that we are all
currently seeing at DB Schenker Rail – the transformation from a purely German rail company into a networked
logistics service provider for all of Europe. I have been
able to help shape this development over recent years
and have seen its effects. I am amazed by the cultural
transformation that we have experienced within our
company, which is partly due to its focus on Europe.
National borders are now of diminished importance
when planning and carrying out transportation services.
As a company that handles chemicals logistics on a
European level, we are in a position to provide
transportation solutions in many countries by deploying
our own resources.
What might the future bring?
Many customers, OCI Nitrogen included, want inte-grated solutions for their transport operations. Our answer
to this need is the integrated rail forwarding service provided by DB Schenker BTT. In the dedicated European
account team for OCI Nitrogen we already manage a lot
of rail transport-related activities such as the transportation, tracking & tracing and technical wagon management. Our goal is to increase these activities and expand
the already strategic partnership with OCI Nitrogen to an
even higher level. We want to be part of OCI Nitrogen’s
ongoing process of globalisation and to work with them
on the associated change processes. Our aim is to deliver
the best possible cross-border cooperation with outstanding levels of service, combined with excellent standards
in terms of safety, security and quality, which are key to
growing successfully with all of our European customers.

What is the challenge?
AWILOG operates in the single-wagon system. A
large single-wagon network is therefore essential to us.
Only DB Schenker Rail offers this. We also require a regional supply network with railway stations and load transfer points in order to interlink rail and road. DB Schenker
Rail must be flexible, which means even calling at load
transfer points that are temporarily not being served.
How would you describe the “European spirit”
of DB Schenker Rail?
AWILOG is currently operating only in its neighbouring
countries: Switzerland, Austria, Belgium, the Netherlands
and Poland. As a general rule, the same requirements apply as with transport operations at national level. DB Schenker Rail’s focus on cross-border oper-ations is therefore
sensible and required. A lorry does not stop at the border
either. Southeast Europe is of interest to the waste disposal industry, because there is still some waste “lying dormant” there that no-one has yet thought about.
What might the future bring?
Good cooperation between Local Sales and the regional
knowledge of production is the basis for further development. The reliability of the single-wagon system forms the
basis of our business model, also in terms of keeping the
commitment to equipment acceptable. Short wagon turnaround times are needed in order to compete with road
haulage. Finally, a certain degree of price stability is also
required – especially this year with diesel prices and toll
charges falling.

WOLFRAM BAHLE,
CEO, AWILOG

“DB Schenker Rail
has been a
reliable supplier for
many years.”

“A large singlewagon network
is essential to us.”

What is the challenge?
As a producer of household appliances we need a reliable
logistics partner and good lead-time perform-ance to
serve our customers. DB Schenker offers us a complete
solution.
How would you describe the “European spirit”
of DB Schenker Rail?
DB Schenker Rail has been a reliable supplier for many
years. Electrolux needs solutions that work across Europe and DB Schenker Rail has been able to provide them.
What might the future bring?
We always try to find the best logistics solution, both for
our customers and for the environment. Using rail gives
us an advantage when serving our customers and also
enables us to achieve our climate goals. The Electrolux
Group aims to cut its CO2 emissions by 50 per cent by
2020 compared with 2005 levels.

CHRISTIAN HAEGER,
LOGISTICS PURCHASING MANAGER EMEA,
AB ELECTROLUX SWEDEN
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What is the challenge?
AWILOG needs a high degree of flexibility because it
combines the flexibility of road haulage with the energy
efficiency of rail on the main leg.
How would you describe the “European spirit”
of DB Schenker Rail?
I have been a section head in Local Sales since early
2008. Thanks to internationalisation, we can offer our
customers comprehensive solutions to meet their transport needs. To me being “European” means being strong
in our core country, Germany, and beyond its borders.

What is the challenge?
In view of the many inland locations within Outokumpu
Group, rail transport has always been an important transport mode to deliver both raw materials or semi products
and also our finished goods to ultimate destinations and
customers. On the other hand we have two locations
which have the possibility of using not only the rail and
truck but also the shortsea or barging operations. The
challenge is to connect all the different modalities to one
another to have a seamless flow of material safe and with
high reliability, high frequency and this against acceptable and competitive costs. We have chosen DB Schenker
Rail because they can handle the diff erent flows within
our company.

What might the future bring?
I aim to offer the customer good value for money in rail
freight transport and as a result to shift as many transport operations from road to rail as possible.

“Strong in our core
country, Germany, and
beyond its borders.”

MARTINA HARRER,
KEY ACCOUNTER FOR AWILOG,
DB SCHENKER RAIL

What is the challenge?
The development of the Barking Euro-hub is a milestone for us. As with all major projects the challenge involves developing the facility in line with strict
schedules. We have committed and highly qualified
project teams that are working intensively towards the
launch in the summer of 2015. We are opening up
unique opportunities for customers. In a global market
it is increasingly important for car manufacturers and
their component suppliers that logistics processes are
becoming more efficient and less complex.

MATTHEW J. JOHANSON,
HEAD OF SECTOR AUTOMOTIVE
CHEMICALS & GENERAL FREIGHT,
DB SCHENKER RAIL UK

“The Barking
Euro-hub is
a milestone for us.”
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How would you describe the “European spirit”
of DB Schenker Rail?
Since I have been working for DBSR, what fascinates me
is the development towards a European network and Rail
2.0. I can see that DBSR is taking huge strides in that direction, especially in the automotive sector.
Many of our customers are developing their corporate
strategy around a pan-European approach. As we continue to focus on our customers, so we also continue to
promote our European spirit.

How would you describe the “European spirit”
of DB Schenker Rail?
The word ‘European’ suits us very well considering that
we have railway transportation needs in Scandinavia –
UK – and Central Europe. Both our companies are, or
want to be, leaders in their respective business. Just like
DB Schenker, we also operate in more than 30 countries.
We want to be a global leader, so being European is a
vital part of our business. So, in that respect we fit well.

FRANK DE MEIJER,
VP TERNEUZEN OPERATIONS EMEA,
OUTOKUMPU NETHERLANDS

What might the future bring?
At Outokumpu we put our customers fi rst. We expect
the same from DB Schenker. It means that we should
work close together to continuously improve all aspects
of the business – on safety, quality, reliability and overall
costs.

“The word
‘European’ suits us
very well.”

What might the future bring?
The development of the Barking Euro-hub is set to
strengthen DBSR’s leading European position in this sector. We will work together with our customers in order to
develop logistics solutions, optimise their supply chain
and help them to get even better. We benefit in the process from the long-standing experience of our DB Schenker family.

RAILWAYS 02 | 15
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WE LOOK FORWARD TO YOUR VISIT!
DB Schenker Rail and the marketing team will
advise and inform you on the range of logistics
services on offer worldwide at this year’s
transport logistics at Messe München in Hall B6.

EUROPE’S LEADING FAIR

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

Welcome to the world of DB Schenker Rail! This is where you will find
us: DB Schenker Rail is one of the
biggest exhibitors at the trade fair –
you cannot miss us at stand
209/310–205/306 in Hall B6.

With its comprehensive logistics products and services, DB Schenker Rail
addresses service providers and decision-makers from the transport sector,
industry and trade associations. The fair presentation will focus on the range of services that the company offers to customers. Some 390 million
tonnes of goods were moved across Europe last year by DB Schenker Rail’s
30,000-strong workforce. The basis is the European and global network of
DB AG as an integrated group, making procducts and services from a single
source possible.

COMPETENCE CENTRES

Photos: ICM; DB Schenker

DB Schenker presents itself via its different divisions in the Competence Centres
where the Group’s entire expertise is concentrated. You will find the Schenker Rail
contact persons in the Competence Centres with the Metals & Coal, Intermodal, Chemicals and Local Sales divisions.
You will find the contact persons of DB Schenker Logistics in the DB Schenker Logistics Competence Centres (Full Load Solutions, Network Solutions, Air, Ocean, Fairs &
Specials and Contract Logistics/SCM).
You will find the contact persons of Schenker Rail and Logistics in the integrated Competence Centres of the Building Materials, Industrial & Consumer Goods and Automotive divisions. Further expert areas devoted to the Carrier and Next-Generation
eServices topics complement the line-up.
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transport logistic, the leading international trade
fair for logistics, mobility, IT and supply chain
management, presents the entire value chain and
the major global market leaders from the transport
and logistics sector. With 52,000 trade visitors, including a high proportion of investment decisionmakers, from 110 countries, the world’s leading fair
demonstrates its undisputed position in the logistics industry every two years. DB Schenker Rail is
contributing to the extensive fair programme with
exciting debates on the hot topics of today and tomorrow that are domin-ating logistics.

INTELLIGENT NETWORK

The railway is the main artery of industrialised
societies: with 5,000 freight trains a day DB
Schenker Rail ensures that Europe’s plants do
not come to a standstill and finished goods reach
the customer reliably. With 4,200 rail sidings and
terminals, Europe’s most efficient rail freight
operator offers its customers access to one of
the world’s biggest rail networks. DB Schenker
Rail has a consistent European focus: in recent
years the company has developed into a European network for rail freight transport. an

Find out more about the alliance for international wagonload transport at the DB Schenker Rail exhibition stand
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RAIL FREIGHT OPERATOR
WITH A EUROPEAN CLAIM
DB Schenker Rail has built a dense network for rail freight transport with strong national subsidiaries
in the key markets and reliable partners, running 5,000 trains throughout Europe each day.

REGION WEST
DB SCHENKER RAIL UK

ECR

The biggest rail freight operator in the
UK. DB Schenker Rail UK offers its customers environmentally sustainable,
cost-effective and reliable solutions.

Euro Cargo Rail France is the French
subsidiary of DB Schenker Rail and the
second-largest rail freight operator in
France. Its market share is just under
20 per cent.

Key figures (2013)
Sales (in € million)
632.2
Employees
3,159
Locomotives
258
Wagons
7,148
Tonne-kilometres (million) 11,069
Trains per year
198,060
Address
DB Schenker Rail UK Ltd
Lakeside Business Park Carolina Way
GB DN4 5PN Doncaster
Tel. +44 (0)1302 57-5000
www.rail.dbschenker.co.uk

Norway
Sweden

Key figures (2013)
Sales (in € million)
198
Employees
1,119
Locomotives
150
Wagons
800
Tonne-kilometres (million) 5,800
Trains per year
20,100

Denmark

Address
Euro Cargo Rail France
11 Rue de Cambrai
Calle Musgo 1
F 75008 Paris Cedex 19
Tel. +44 (0)1302 57-5000
www.eurocargorail.com

UK
Germany
Belgium

TRANSFESA
Transfesa is the Spanish subsidiary of
DB Schenker Rail and Spain’s biggest
private rail logistics company. Transfesa marked its 70th anniversary in
2013.
Key figures (2013)
Sales (in € million)
Employees
Locomotives
Wagons
Tonne-kilometres (million)
Trains per year
Address
Transfesa S.A.
Urbanización La Florida
E 28023 Madrid
Tel. +33 (0)977 400-000
www.transfesa.com
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Poland

Netherlands

Hungary

Switzerland
France

196.4
1,071
10
6,543
2,300
5,957

Romania

Italy
Bulgaria

Spain
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REGION EAST

REGION CENTRAL

DB SCHENKER RAIL
DEUTSCHLAND

DB SCHENKER RAIL
NEDERLAND

DB SCHENKER RAIL
ITALIA

DB SCHENKER RAIL
POLSKA

DB SCHENKER RAIL
BULGARIA

DB Schenker Rail Deutschland is
Europe’s biggest rail freight operator.
With its headquarters in Mainz, Customer Service Centre in Duisburg and
a regional structure nationwide the
company is well positioned.

Forming an integrated part of the
European rail freight company, our
Dutch colleagues take care of
seamlessly organised transport
operations to and from the major
seaports and industrial centres in the
Netherlands.

Italy’s second-largest rail freight operator. Still operating under the Nordcargo name until the start of the year,
but since then as DB Schenker Rail
Italia.

The Polish national subsidiary has
been offering premium rail transport
services in the DB Schenker Rail
network since 2001.

The company has developed gradually
from a shunting operation to a fully
functioning railway company.

Key figures (2013)
Sales (in € million)
Employees
Locomotives
Wagons
Trains per year

3,367,7
17,387
1,930
72,244
984,259

Address
DB Schenker Rail Deutschland AG
Rheinstraße 2
D-55116 Mainz
Tel. +49 (0)6131 15-60540
www.rail.dbschenker.de

DB SCHENKER RAIL
SCANDINAVIA

65.9
205
52
95
2,182
11,771

Address
DB Schenker Rail Scandinavia A/S
Spotorno Allé 12
DK-2630 Taastrup
Tel. +45 88 300-900
www.rail.dbschenker.dk
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Address
DB Schenker Rail Nederland N.V.
P.O. Box 2060
NL-3511 EP Utrecht
Tel. +31 30235-8347
www.rail.dbschenker.nl

COBRA

The joint venture between Deutsche
Bahn and Green Cargo connects Scandinavia with the European continent.
Key figures (2013)
Sales (in € million)
Employees
Locomotives
Wagons
Tonne-kilometres (million)
Trains per year

Key figures (2013)
Sales (in € million)
144.3
Employees
639
Locomotives
69
Wagons
(n/a)
Tonne-kilometres (million) 3,737
Trains per year
51,438

Rail haulage operator for services between Germany and Belgium as well as
between the Netherlands and Belgium. DB Schenker Rail holds a majority stake of 51 per cent and SNCB Logistics a minority stake of 49 per cent.
Key figures (2013)
Sales (in € million)
31.0
Employees
37
Locomotives (line haul)
27
Wagons
(n/a)
Tonne-kilometres (million) 2,700
Trains per year
17,466
Address
COBRA S.A.
Koning Albert II laan / Blvd Roi Albert
II 37
B-1030 Schaarbeek (Brüssel)
Tel. +32 (0)25 259-503

Key figures (2013)
Sales (in € million)
40.4
Employees
290
Locomotives
28
Wagons
(n/a)
Tonne-kilometres (million)
793
Trains per year
12,075
Address
DB Schenker Rail Italia S.r.l.
Via Spadolini, 12
I-20026 Novate Milanese (MI)
Tel. +39 02 8511-3835
www.rail.dbschenker.it

Responsible for transport operations
across the Alps and thus an essential
part of the DB Schenker Rail network.
Main services include the trans-Alpine
operations via the Gotthard Tunnel.
8.6
17
(n/a)
(n/a)
268
2,337

Address
DB Schenker Rail Schweiz GmbH
Sägereistrasse 21
CH-8152 Glattbrugg
Tel. +41 44 807-5900
www.rail.dbschenker.ch
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Key figures (2013)
Sales (in € million)
Employees (ca.)
Locomotives
Wagons
Tonne-kilometres (million)
Trains per year

12.4
229
31
276
445.3
1,765

Address
DB Schenker Rail Bulgaria
EOOD
Industrial Zone
BG-2070 Pirdop
Tel. +35 (0)9728 622-47

Address
DB Schenker Rail Polska S.A.
ul. Wolności 337
PL-41-800 Zabrze
Tel. +48 (0)32 271-4441
www.rail.dbschenker.pl

DB SCHENKER RAIL
HUNGÁRIA

DB SCHENKER RAIL
ROMANIA

DB SCHENKER RAIL
SCHWEIZ

Key figures (2013)
Sales (in € million)
Employees
Locomotives
Wagons
Tonne-kilometres (million)
Trains per yearr

Key figures (2013)
Sales (in € million)
188.2
Employees
3,670
Locomotives
250
Wagons
3,375
Tonne-kilometres (million) 2,838
Trains per year
26,957

Established in Timișoara in 2000, DB
Schenker Rail Romania develops solutions for freight transport and logistics
services at national and European
level. The company is steadily increasing its market share.

In 2001, the national subsidiary
started as a small company with
shunting services for car
manufacturers. DB Schenker Rail
Hungária now offers regional services
and operates a container terminal in
Győr.

Key figures (2013)
Sales (in € million)
Employees
Locomotives
Wagons
Tonne-kilometres (million)
Trains per year

Key figures (2013)
Sales (in € million)
Employees
Locomotives
Wagons
Tonne-kilometres (million)
Trains per year

27.0
391
54
1,782
924.0
3,000

Address
DB Schenker Rail Romania SRL
Dr. Grigore T. Popa 81
RO-300 291 Timişoara
Tel. +40 (0)256 306-075
www.rail.dbschenker.ro

5.6
102
15
5
51.8
486

Address
DB Schenker Rail Hungária Kft
Hűtőház ut 23
H- 9027 Győr
Tel. +36 (0)96 542 176
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EUROPEAN PRODUCTS –
SERVICES FOR EUROPE
DB Schenker Rail is using its
regular scheduled services to build a
network for single wagon freight
with truly continental dimensions

2

KIJFHOEK
TERNEUZEN
ZEEBRUGGE
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ANTWERP
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KUTNO

BRESLAU
GREMBERG
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GLIWICE
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BAYONNE
IRUN
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OFFENBURG

MUNICH

MULHOUSE
HALL IN
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CHIASSO

BRESCIA
SCALO

4

SOPRON

RAJKA

3
CURTICI

BLAJ
GALAŢI

MONFALCONE
PLOIESTI

TURIN
ORBASSANO
CRAIOVA
LUGO
LIVORNO
CALAMBRONE

PERPIGNAN
LE BOULOU

BREST

SENFTENBERG
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GELEEN
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BUKAREST
CONSTANTA

CASTELLINA
IN CHIANTI

PORTBOU
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ANAGNI
MADDALONI
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1

DB SCHENKERrailnet Polska

2

DB SCHENKERrailnet Netherlands

3

DB SCHENKERrailnet Romania
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NETWORK IN CENTRAL EUROPE
In the East, DB Schenker Rail is connecting its existing
liner train systems with an increasingly dense, integrated
network for single wagon transport operations and
wagon groups – the DB SCHENKER-railnet Polska. With
the Mazovia liner train, industry and commerce have
enjoyed effective connections from Germany to central
Poland for a whole year. This links up the north of the
country with the ports of Gdansk and Gdynia, via the
hubs of Poznań and Kutno. Three times a week, the
Mazovia liner train, named after the region around the
Polish capital Warsaw, runs from Seddin near Berlin via
Poznań to Brest in Belarus. It connects Polish chemical
industry centres and the broad-gauge network of the CIS
states with the West European single wagon network. In
Poland, DB Schenker Rail also operates the Silesia liner

train between Germany and the southwest of the country.
It runs six times a week from Senftenberg via Wroclaw to
Jaworzno Szczakowa and back. Three times a week, DB
Schenker Rail operates the Moravia liner train as an extension to Ostrava in the Czech Republic. With these liner
trains, DB Schenker Rail offers not only frequent direct
connections between the industrial regions of the Czech
Republic and Poland and Western Europe, but also flexible, high-quality transport operations thanks to DB
Schenker Rail’s European network.
an

4

DB SCHENKERrailnet Italy

Contact | Tomasz Iwański
Telephone: +48 (0)77 48865-81
tomasz.iwanski@dbschenker.pl

BRIDGE TO THE HINTERLAND
Europe’s large ports on the North Sea that are used for exports are part of DB Schenker Rail’s European single
wagon network. The rail freight operator has been active
for many years in the Netherlands and Belgium, offering
direct connections between the western ports and the rest
of Europe.
A major element in single wagon transport between the
Rhine-Scheldt-Meuse delta and the European hinterland is
Kijfhoek, DB Schenker Rail’s most important hub in this
part of Europe. Kijfhoek, strategically located very close
to Rotterdam, is the starting point for daily connections
with Flushing, Terneuzen, Ghent, Antwerp, Moerdijk and
Amsterdam. An intelligent hub and spoke system links customers in the Rhine-Scheldt-Meuse area with the main
destinations in the European hinterland several times per
day via Kijfhoek. Besides the uncomplicated, cross-border

transport operations, the system’s advantages include its
high degree of availability and reliability, as well as a range
of services for all aspects of transport, all the way through
to IT connections providing constant monitoring and tracking. Strategically, DB Schenker Rail is backing a trend
that is having a decisive influence on rail freight transport
in the western ports: in the modal split among transport
modes, many ports are relying increasingly on rail. This
means that rail transport operations are likely to continue
to grow in the coming years – yet another argument in favour of DB Schenker Rail.
an

Contact | Jan Jansen
Telephone: + 31 (0)30 235-3772
jan.jansen@dbschenker.com

DB SCHENKERrailnet France

NETWORK TO SOUTHEASTERN EUROPE
DB Schenker Rail is extending its own network all the
way to southeastern Europe with the DB SCHENKER-railnet Romania. This network solution is based on the flexibility of wagonloads, combined at the same time with
block-train quality abroad. In the process, customers are
benefiting, first, from existing transport operations to
southeastern Europe – the train takes five days to travel
from Sopron in Hungary to Bucharest – and, second,
from the strong network and the large number of trains
that DB Schenker Rail is running on the corridor between
the northern ports and southeastern Europe.
With at least one departure per week, DB Schenker Rail
provides reliable direct connections between Germany
and south-eastern Europe. The company is currently operating on the southern and northern routes: from So-

5

pron or Rajka via Curtici and Galati every 14 days. Another transport operation runs once or twice per week via
Dresden or Sopron to Targu Mures, via Curtici.
With the SCHENKER-railnet Romania, the rail freight
operator is offering flexible single wagon transport with
reliable and short transit times, for all market segments.
A further benefit for customers is wagon tracking and
control in real time through RailControl. In addition,
there is a high standard of transport quality thanks to cooperation with DB Schenker Rail’s own subsidiaries in
Romania and Hungary. 
an

Railnet ITALY – INTELLIGENT NETWORK EXPANSION
Out of 21 rail freight operators in Italy, DB Schenker
Rail currently offers the biggest single wagon network. This enables mainly small and medium-sized
companies to access the European rail network and
environmentally friendly rail transport. At the same
time, the company has built up a network of big and
small hubs: three large ones in Chiasso, Brescia and
Turin pull together international single wagon transport consignments and send the freight on to more
than thirty sidings and nine railports. Railports are
trans-shipment centres that provide customers who
lack their own sidings with the perfect solution for
loading their products onto the railways, storing them
or trans-shipping them from rail to road. DB Schenker
Rail is also constantly expanding its network in Italy.
Since last autumn, for example, its subsidiary DB

Schenker Rail Italia has been serving the station at
Maddaloni Marcianise in southern Italy, north of Naples. The rail operator is also active on the East–West
axis: with the station at Monfalcone, DB Schenker Rail
Italia now offers a connection of its own to northeastern Italy once a week. In this way, DB Schenker
Rail now moves a total of more than 100,000 wagons
in single wagon transport in Italy and runs around
12,000 trains there.
an
Contact | Pieralberto Vecchi
Telephone: +39 (0)02 6710-0748
Pieralberto.vecchi@dbschenker.com
Enrico Bellavita
Telephone: +39 (0)02 8511-3863
enrico.bellavita@dbschenker.eu

THROUGH THE EUROPEAN HEARTLAND
DB Schenker Rail offers an innovative solution for single wagon transport operations in France with its DB
SCHENKERrailnet France. Using its dense network, DB
Schenker Rail connects customers from Portugal, Spain
or France to Germany, Poland or Sweden, for example,
directly with each other and integrates the customers’
transport operations into the group’s Europe-wide single wagon system. In this way, the rail operator offers
multimodal logistics solutions and a whole range of
value-added services related to transport, from warehouse services to just-in-time delivery. This gives customers the opportunity to integrate environmentally
friendly rail freight transport into their supply chains
to, through and from France.
To achieve this, DB Schenker Rail has established five
transport corridors in France: between Germany and
Paris, the industrial region of Lorraine, to Lyons, to
Perpignan on the Spanish Mediterranean border, and to
Bayonne and the Spanish town of Irun, east of San
Sebastián on the Atlantic coast. Important hubs in the
DB SCHENKERrailnet France are located near Dijon in
the heart of France and at Blainville in Lorraine. DB

Schenker Rail makes use of eight railports in France and
Spain: in Paris (Survilliers and Le Blanc-Mesnil), Epinal,
Perpignan, Le Boulou, Port Bou, Bayonne and Irun. This
makes it possible to reach France’s main business regions. The railports on the Spanish border enable DB
Schenker Rail, working with long-standing partners, to
offer the Iberian peninsula both trans-shipment of
freight between the road and rail transport modes and
logistics-related value-added services – all of which it
can organise under one roof.
With its frequent departures – up to six per week – to
all destinations, the company offers its customers competitive transport times, as well as flexible management of consignments by prior coordination with
customers. What is more, two years ago the company
passed the SQAS (Safety and Quality Assessment
Systems) assessment.
an

Contact | Andrew Kelly
Telephone: +49 (0)171 867-4084
andrew.kelly@dbschenker.eu

Contact | Bogdan Barbu
Telephone: +40 (0)213312-207
bogdan.barbu@dbschenker.eu
RAILWAYS 02 | 15
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STEEL-SOLUTION NETWORK

DB SCHENKERsteel-solution offers
faster running times and greater potential
for rail Europe-wide

PREMIUM PRODUCT FOR
EXACTING COIL TRANSPORT
OPERATIONS

Steelworks site
Automotive site

North

With the DB SCHENKERsteel-solution industry
product DB Schenker Rail is offering steel
producers especially reliable services related
to every aspect of the transport chain.

East

Netherlands

West
Belgium

Romania
Czech Republic

Luxembourg
France

Southwest

South

Spain

F

FASTER TRANSPORT OPERATIONS TO
SOUTHERN AND EASTERN EUROPE
With DB SCHENKERsteel-solution, DB Schenker Rail
is responding to customer demand for fast international transport services. Together with the Automotive Div-ision, which already specialises in the
automotive sector’s stringent requirements, fast and
reliable direct connections to Southern and especially
Eastern Europe are being systematically established.
44

opti-mised and extended to form a steel-solution network in which special attention is given to the planning and execution of transport operations. DB
SCHENK-ERsteel-solution is thus being integrated
into the further development of DB Schenker Rail’s
production processes. In future, steel-solution customers will also be able to reserve capacity on particularly busy routes.
Through standardised and customised statistics on
transport times, punctuality and reliability, for instance, customers obtain information more quickly if
their services deviate from the rule.

HIGHER AVAILABILITY OF
STATE-OF-THE-ART FREIGHT WAGONS
The car plants in Eastern Europe, for example, have
often been supplied by truck to date, which is faster
than rail transport in individual wagons. That could
now change: faster speeds are shifting goods that were
once transported by truck onto the rail network.

MORE TRANSPARENCY AND STABILITY
THROUGH A HIGH-QUALITY NETWORK

PREMIUM WAGONS
Ultramodern wagons
of the Shimmns-ttu
type meet stringent
quality criteria:
protection against
moisture, easier
handling and improved safety at work.

Behind the product is a team that focuses on steelsolution transport operations. By creating individual
transport schedules, a higher degree of reliability can
be achieved for steel-solution customers on a network
serving the main steel and automotive industry locations. Existing high-quality services are being
RAILWAYS 02 | 15

Photos: Michael Neuhaus/ DB Schenker Rail

ollowing the successful launch of industry products such as DB SCHENKERchem-solution and
DB SCHENKERpaper-solution and of the Automotive
RailNet, DB Schenker is now also offering the steel
and automotive industries a product that is tailored
to the specific needs of these sectors: DB SCHENKERsteel-solution connects producers of high-quality
steel coils Europe-wide with the main locations of the
automotive industry.
The background is as follows: car manufacturers
are placing ever-higher demands on their suppliers
and service providers. Particularly with the transport
of high-grade steel products, such as coils, customers
expect the automotive industry’s rigorous quality
stand-ards to be complied with, including during transit: that means faster transport operations across
Europe, greater transparency and reliability and stateof-the-art freight wagons.
The advantage of DB SCHENKERsteel-solution is
simple: “There is a special focus on the industry’s
prod-ucts in every respect along the entire transport
chain,” explains Carolina Lasse from the Coal and
Steel Div-ision at DB Schenker Rail, which is developing the product in close cooperation with production,
freight wagon technology and sales. “With DB
SCHENK-ERsteel-solution, we are establishing a
premium product for the steel and automotive industries. It offers our customers individual solutions that
extend far beyond standard transport services.”

Poland

In order to meet the automotive industry’s stringent
quality criteria, the steel producers expect ultramodern wagons, such as of the Shimmns-ttu type, to
transport their consignments safely. These freight
wagons undergo continual technical improvements
in collaboration with the customers. DB SCHENKERsteel-solution customers seeking to dispatch sensitive coils to the automotive industry are to be given
prioritised access to Shimmns-ttu wagons. To further
increase the availability of these wagons, existing
freight cars are being continuously modernised. In
addition, wagons are to be inspected and repaired
close to the dispatch and receiving points more frequently under a new maintenance concept, making
them ready for use again more quickly.

Austria
Hungary

ADVANTAGES FOR STEEL
PRODUCERS AND CAR PLANTS
The advantages for the customers of DB SCHENKERsteel-solution are many and varied: they benefit
from the cost, quality and competitive gains. The
quality of transport operations increases: they are
handled more quickly, especially Europe-wide.
Mod-ern freight wagons also have higher availability,
and the load is protected more securely and conveyed
to the destination more reliably. By fulfilling the quality standards set by the automotive industry, this
enables steel producers to obtain an improved supplier
ranking and demonstrate good delivery performance.
steel-solution is a premium product for producers
of high-quality steel coils for the automotive industry
and is to be continuously adapted to their needs and
developed and extended in direct cooperation with the
customer. The aim is to advance the product tailored
to requirements and in terms of the European steelsolution network, freight wagons and the integration
of further transport-related logistics services. Further
services, such as Track&Trace or additional railports
abroad, are therefore to be offered in future.
an

Contact | Carolina Lasse
Telephone: +49 (0)61 31 1 561 304
carolina.a.lasse@dbschenker.eu
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PARTNER
CFL CARGO
Connection to
European individualwagon transport.

NO BORDERS FOR SINGLE
WAGON TRAFFIC
DB Schenker Rail‘s Alsace Shuttle
connects industrial companies in northeast
France to central Europe‘s rail network

R
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in great demand. Single wagon services maximise delivery flexibility, thereby providing these customers
with access to reliable and intelligently structured
transport links.

Germany

STRONG AND RELIABLE PARTNERSHIP
Planning for the Alsace Shuttle with our new business
partner started in June 2014. CFL Cargo was quick to
submit an impressive transportation proposal, and the
company also has extensive experience of working
with Europe-wide freight forwarder DB Schenker Rail.
“Together with CFL Cargo France, we recently started
operating a hub in Blainville-sur-l‘Eau, near Nancy,
and we are looking forward to continuing with our
business partnership. Past experience has shown how
valuable this relationship is,” says Eisner.
Thomas Lindermayr, director of European logistics at

Alsace
France

Photo: CFL Cargo

eliability and good communications – these two
tremendously important qualities are the hallmarks of the best service providers within the chemicals sector. DB Schenker Rail brings yet another
attribute to the table: independence.
The company’s Alsace Shuttle deploys single
wagonloads to connect the powerhouse region in
north-east France to the rail network spanning central
Europe, thereby giving customers in the chemicals
industry the perfect means of distributing their products in a fast and reliable manner.
Sébastien Eisner, Sales Operations Manager at DB
Schenker Rail, says, “We have beeb offering single
wagonload traffic between France and Germany for
some time now. CFL Cargo is our new partner and
one with an outstanding record in reliability. Working together enables us to operate an open access
shuttle service for Alsace that is independent of the
other large railway undertakings in France.”
This train shuttle runs six times a week to and
from Mulhouse and Offenburg, on the German side
of the border. In Mulhouse, CFL Cargo forwards
wagons to French customers, the most important of
which are chemical companies in Thann and Bantzenheim, and automotive sector firms in Montbéliard
and Mulhouse.
Chemical products are the main freight type travelling on trains from France to Offenburg, and they
are ultimately bound for markets in Germany and
throughout Europe. The chemicals sector has long
been of considerable importance in Alsace. Today,
some 15,000 people are employed at 350 different
companies throughout the region.
Many plants in Alsace are geared towards the export market: a study conducted by French governmental body Direccte Alsace found that two-thirds of their
output goes abroad. Logistics services are therefore
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INVISTA Intermediates, says, “This undertaking is
an example of how an outstanding collaborative effort
between INVISTA and DB Schenker ensures we can
continue providing an excellent level of service for
our customers.” INVISTA produces chemical intermediates across the globe and has been a consistent
user of the Alsace Shuttle since its very inception.
Eisner reports that the scheme is popular with other
customers as well: “One of the reasons is that transport
documents can be managed online, which makes
cross-border deliveries far easier.”
an

Switzerland

Contact | Sébastien Eisner
Telephone: +49 (0)151 16 77 2304
Sebastien.Eisner@dbschenker.eu
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HINGE OF EUROPEAN STEEL TRANSPORT
DB Schenker Rail runs trains to Paris twice a week. The railport at
Le Blanc-Mesnil makes even shorter turnaround times possible.

I

“The railport
provides integrated
rail logistics solutions
for its customers
in the steel industry”

ents, but we also buy around
t is 10 a.m. on Wednesday in
one-third of the steel coils that
the Parisian suburb of Le
arrive here from their senders
Blanc-Mesnil. The big steel train
for further processing.”
is pulling in. This freight train,
GERALD GINET,
“The integration of ECR into
with 21 wagons, has been on the
ROBERT SAS OPERATING COMPANY
the concept for shipping freight
move throughout the night. It
to Le Blanc-Mesnil enables us to
has come directly from the Einfurther improve the coordinsiedlerhof marshalling yard in
ation of our transport operations in Germany and
Kaiserslautern, where it set off at 9 p.m. the previous
France,” says Uwe Hartmann, Product Manager
day. It is carrying more than a thousand tonnes of steel,
Metals & Coal, DB Schenker Rail. This offering from
which comes from the plants of various steel proda single source reduces transport and wagon-turnucers across Europe.
around times significantly. “The DB Schenker Rail
What is special about this is that, since December
one-stop shop enables us to guarantee reliable execu2014, the Paris shuttle has been operated by ECR, the
tion and planning of rail–road trans-shipment,” HartFrench subsidiary of DB Schenker Rail. Before then,
mann notes. “The service also includes a tracking and
the train was operated within France by the French
tracing system.” At present, the operator is running
state rail company SNCF. Now, DB Schenker Rail
two trains per week. “A third train will be in place as
handles the whole steel transport process under one
early as 13 April. An even greater frequency of departroof, starting with transport operations from the steelures is also possible.”
works, which go to Einsiedlerhof in single wagons, and
The railport in the northeast of Paris offers cusending with the Paris shuttle to the railport at Le
tomers not just a location close to the city centre, but
Blanc-Mesnil.
also many additional benefits. The railport concept
The volume transported is impressive. At least
allows for as many different types of freight as pos70,000 tonnes of steel arrive at Le Blanc-Mesnil each
sible to be trans-shipped.
year. The loads are composed predominantly of steel
This means the railport at Le Blanc-Mesnil is able to
coils, but also include steel plate and railway tracks.
trans-ship not just steel coils, but also profiles, plate and
The freight is trans-shipped at the railport onto lorries
sheet piling, as well as all types of palletised goods. “We
and then distributed on a just-in-time basis in the
can also look into the trans-shipment of other freight
Greater Paris area. The recipients include Thyssenat short notice,” says Gerald Ginet. They also provide
Krupp Materials France, the PSA Group and Robert
additional services relating to steel coils, such as unpaSAS, which also operates the railport at Le Blanccking and warehousing. The railport at Le BlancMesnil.
Mesnil offers a total storage space of 5,000 square
The DB Schenker railport at Le Blanc-Mesnil began
metres, including around 2,000 square metres of hall
operations in 2008. The opening of this rail logistics
area. For the trans-shipment of moisture-sensitive
centre has enabled the rail freight operator to pull the
freight, there are 130 metres of covered tracks, plus 320
Greater Paris area more closely into its European netmetres of make-up track (see box).
mh
work. The railport also offers additional services. “The
railport provides integrated rail logistics solutions for
its customers in the steel industry,” explains Gerald
Contact | Uwe Hartmann
Ginet of the operating company, Robert. “We do not
Telephone: +49 (0)613 1156 0343
just trans-ship the freight and pass it on to its recipiuwe.uw.hartmann@dbschenker.eu
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THE RAILPORT AT LE BLANC-MESNIL

Photo: DB Schenker Rail

Infrastructure and equipment
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The railport at Le Blanc-Mesnil
can trans-ship the following
· Total storage space: 5,000 m²,
freight
including approx. 2,000 m² of hall area
· Steel coils
· Storage capacity: 7,000 tonnes
· Trans-shipment capacity: approx. 200,000 tonnes per year· Coiled steel rod (2.5 t–5 t)
· Pipes
· 130 metres of covered tracks
· Profiles/beams
(equivalent to 7 Shimms wagons)
· Sheet piling (<16 m)
· 320 m of make-up track
· Plate
· 2 overhead cranes: 25 and 35 tonnes
· All types of palletised goods
· Coil tongs + C-hooks + coil frames
· Trans-shipment of other freight
· 2 loading areas for lorries
can be looked into at short notice
· Temperature-controlled storage

CLOSE TO THE
CAPITAL
Le Blanc-Mesnil is a
suburb north-east of
Paris. It is located
about 12 kilometres
from the city centre,
between the two
airports of Charles de
Gaulle and Le Bourget.
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FLEXIBILITÄT FÜR DEN KUNDEN – DB SCHENKER RAIL IN ITALIEN
MANNHEIM
Germany

Freight yard
Station
Railport

MUNICH
Austria

NETWORKER FROM LOMBARDY

HALL I.T.
Switzerland

DB Schenker Rail is the only rail freight operator in Italy
offering single wagon freight services. It may be costly
but it provides plenty of opportunities.

CHIASSO
Monfalcone

BRESCIA SCALO
TORINO ORBASSANO
Lugo

I

t is astounding that more than one in every two
wagons in Europe is now operating in single wagon
freight services – and despite this more and more
railway companies are withdrawing from this business, resulting in a decline in rail transport operations
in many countries. The share of goods being conveyed
by road is rising disproportionately. In southern
European countries in particular, rail transport is
often in difficulty.
For Deutsche Bahn AG, however, this serves
more as an incentive: “Single wagon freight is the supreme discipline in rail freight transport! We remain
committed to Europe-wide transport in single wagons
because we see the opportunities in that segment for
meeting high market demand,” says Dr Alexander
Hedderich.
Italy is one example where in the modal split rail
transport does not play such an important role as in
Germany, Poland or Austria: 15.8 (1) per cent of goods
were transported by rail across Italy in 2012 – whereas
in Germany that share currently lies at 17.4 per cent
(2). Because of its long coastline and two major islands
of Sicily and Sardinia, ships have traditionally played
a bigger role (28.2%). Yet rail’s strongest rival in Italy
is the truck with 55.5 per cent, according to a study by
the European think-tank Centre on Regulation in Europe (CERRE).
Italy’s biggest rail company, Trenitalia, withdrew
from the complex and cost-intensive single-wagon
business some years ago, and even though there are 21
rail freight companies operating in Italy now (1), only
DB Schenker Rail Italia, with its 300-strong workforce,
offers national and international single-wagon services.
For many customers – especially small and mediumsized companies that rely on environmentally friendly transport operations across Europe – the rail freight
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operator from Lombardy is the only way of conveying
their goods by rail.
DB Schenker Rail Italia focuses on proximity to the
customers and service: proactive customer information helps with the planning and implementation of
transport operations. At the same time, the company
has built up a network of hubs – the four major hubs
Chiasso, Brescia, Novi and Turin group the international transport operations in single wagons – as well
as more than 30 rail sidings and nine railports, mainly
in Italy’s industrial north. The railports in particular
are the perfect solution for customers without a siding,
enabling them to integrate rail into their logistics
chains, store goods or trans-ship from rail to road. DB
Schenker Rail Italia currently moves more than
100,000 wagons per year in single wagon freight, and
around 12,000 trains are controlled by railway workers
from Novate Milanese near Milan.

Livorno
Calambrone

Italy
Castellina
in Chiati

Mediterranean
Anagni
Maddaloni

MADDALONI: THE KEY TO SOUTHERN ITALY
DB Schenker Rail Italia plans to continue exploiting
market opportunities and is constantly expanding the
network. Since autumn of last year, the rail freight
operator has been using the Maddaloni Marcianise
railway station in southern Italy. The station north of
Naples, to which direct services run twice per week
from the hub in Chiasso, is for now the most southerly point in the network. Via Maddaloni DB Schenker
Rail Italia connects the whole region of southern
Italy with key customers from industry and commerce
to the rail network. For them, the terminal in Maddaloni is the perfect facility for additional services: this
is where the traditional trans-shipment of palletised
goods, paper rolls, coils, moisture-sensitive products
– the siding has a 150-metre-long roof – or even containers takes place. Warehousing services can also be

provided, such as transport-related temporary storage
or long-term warehousing on an area of up to 13,000
square metres.
“We offer customers across Europe the opportunity to serve the market in southern Italy via the direct
link to the European single-wagon network,” says Regional Head of Sales Pieralberto Vecchi.
At the same time, DB Schenker Rail is expanding
the East-West axis. Last year the rail freight company
also connected Monfalcone railway station to its network with a weekly service. Monfalcone, close to the
Italian-Slovenian border, also receives a direct service
from the hub in Chiasso and is now the most easterly
point in DB Schenker Rail’s Italian network.
RAILWAYS 02 | 15

However, bearing in mind that a true network relies
primarily on collaboration, DB Schenker Rail Italia
works closely with its partners to provide fast and flexible transport solutions for its costumers. “Our
strength is that we think in a European way,” says
Vecchi, adding, “And a truly European network helps
the customers first and foremost!”
an

Contact | Pieralberto Vecchi
Telephone: +39 (0)2 6710 0748
Pieralberto.vecchi@dbschenker.com
Enrico Bellavita
Telephone: +39 (0)2 8511 3863
enrico.bellavita@dbschenker.eu
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GATEWAY TO THE SOUTHERN
ITALIAN MARKET – MADDALONI
RAILWAY STATION

Chiasso
Turin

Monfalcone
Brescia
Verona

Novi San
Bovo

Dinazzano
Italy
Anagni

Maddaloni

season from September to December 2014, Südzucker
AG supplied some 50 per cent more packaged goods
than originally planned by DB Schenker Rail, from its
plants in Plattling, Brottewitz, Wabern and Zeil,”
says Matthias Strobel, Customer Adviser in DB Schenker Rail’s Building Materials, Industrial and Consumer
Goods Division. One reason was the bumper sugar
beet harvest. Thanks to early sowing and very favourable weather conditions, beet yields in the Südzucker
Group, at 83 tonnes per hectare, were some 20 per cent
above the five-year average.
The importance of a functioning rail concept for
Südzucker is demonstrated by this year’s decision to
reactivate the siding at the Rain am Lech sugar refinery. This development reflects the partnershipbased collaboration between Südzucker AG and DB
Schenker Rail: “Higher volumes are to be expected in
the long term,” comments Strobel.

SWEET TRAINS ACROSS THE ALPS
Südzucker AG runs its sugar exports by rail with DB Schenker
Rail. An individual transport concept guarantees flexible
goods management and efficient use of vehicles.
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T

he winter season is the sugar season – and therefore a busy time for the German sugar industry,
which harvests the sugar beet crop in the autumn and
processes it into refined sugar or other products in
the winter. DB Schenker Rail then ensures that the
fin-ished product reaches the customer reliably, including for Europe’s number one sugar producer,
Südzucker AG.
The volumes vary, however, from harvest to harvest – creating correspondingly high requirements for
the logistics provider. “During last year’s beet crop
RAILWAYS 02 | 15
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COMPETENT
DB Schenker Rail
operates for Südzucker AG to Greece,
Switzerland and Italy.

SHUTTLE CONCEPT FOR ITALY
Südzucker AG, with its head office in Mannheim, is
Europe’s largest sugar producer and one of Germany’s
biggest food groups. Its sales market is the rest of Europe. Sugar is therefore conveyed by rail to Greece or
Switzerland, for example, but primarily to Italy. The
reform of the European sugar market in 2006 resulted
in the removal of subsidies, with sugar production
declining in that country as a result. Italy now meets
its sugar needs through increasing imports.

WHITE GOLD – FOR
LOGISTICS EXPERTS TOO

Sugar is a key global commodity: 113 countries produce sugar
worldwide – of which 71 use sugar cane, 35 sugar beet only and
7 both crops (beet and cane sugar have identical properties).
Sugar production also depends on logistics – from the delivery
of the raw materials to the shipment of the finished products
to the customer.
Sugar beet, with a sugar content of 17 to 21 per cent, is the
most sugar-rich crop in Europe. The crop is harvested in
September and taken to the refineries. Careful transport
planning ensures that there are no jams or bottlenecks in
production.
The washed beet is chopped up, with hot water then releasing
the sugar from the chopped-up pieces. The sugar solution is
filtered and thickened. In the highly concentrated sugar juice
crystals then form and are filtered once again. The sugar can
now be delivered to customers in liquid or crystalline form.

For the northern Italian market, DB Schenker Rail has
connected the sugar terminal in Lonato to an existing
shuttle concept via the Brenner Pass. Goods are supplied from Brescia.
Planning the transport operations with great fluctuations in volume is a particular challenge. “Close
coordination between the customer and rail freight
operator ensured that the volume could be handled
reliably,” notes Strobel. The trains are organised and
operated in the shuttle system from Munich to northern Italy together with the associate company Lokomotion and its Italian partner RTC as well as DB
Schenker Rail Italia. This guarantees transport services of high quality and fast turnaround cycles.
The sliding-wall wagons with partitions, laden
with palletised sugar and bound for the southern Italian market, have been operating since September 2014
for the first time to Maddaloni, the new railport north
of the southern Italian city of Naples, twice a week.
This shuttle link was established together with Südzucker and its logistics and distribution partner Maxi.
The southern Italian market is also supplied with the
sugar via this railport.
an

Contact | Matthias Strobel
Telephone: +49 (0)7731 798-3232
matthias.strobel@dbschenker.eu
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“The new terminal
will bring enormous
benefits for our
customers and the
whole industry.”
GEOFF SPENCER, CEO DB SCHENKER UK

PROTOTYPE FOR THE FUTURE

T

he lease that DB Schenker Rail UK has concluded
on a 34-hectare plot in Barking, East London, runs
for 20 years. What is currently taking shape here is a
facility for the future: the European rail freight operator is developing the Barking Euro-hub on this site
as a multimodal hub for the import and export of finished vehicles that is the only facility of its kind.
The Barking Euro-hub offers a direct connection
to the high-speed rail link to the Channel Tunnel and
to Britain’s strategic motorway network. This makes
it the only facility of its kind within the UK with a
rail connection to the Channel Tunnel. It is a place
where customers can get their vehicles loaded and
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unloaded, stored and trans-shipped, as well as other
value added services.
They will find an outstanding site here: the Barking
Euro-hub is located at the western edge of the European rail network and thus provides the shortest link
between Britain and mainland Europe. At the same
time, a direct connection to the road system gives customers excellent access to Britain’s motorways.
After its opening, which is planned for summer
2015, the terminal will initially have an annual capacity of up to 150,000 finished vehicles. Modern supply chain solutions will ensure that trans-shipment
times for customers are kept to a minimum – with all

FACILITY FOR THE
FUTURE
Modern supply-chain
solutions ensure that
trans-shipment times
for the customers are
kept to a minimum.
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DB Schenker Rail UK’s new Euro-hub in Barking
raises the bar for international vehicle transport
operations to a whole new level.

the associated benefits: the speed of transport operations will rise, while, at the same time, the risk of
vehicles being damaged will fall. The much shorter
duration of each operation will also mean reduced CO2
emissions.
DB Schenker Rail UK is well placed as the developer: the European rail freight operator has already been
moving finished vehicles by rail through the Channel
Tunnel for 20 years. The new terminal raises the bar
for international automotive transport operations to
a whole new level. “The Barking Euro-hub is a really
innovative new service for the automotive market, for
both import and export,” says Geoff Spencer, CEO at

DB Schenker UK. “The new terminal will bring enormous benefits for our customers and the whole industry.”
The new facility will create 21 jobs on site in the
coming years and will offer DB Schenker Rail the opportunity to run combined transport operations on
an international footing and under one roof.  mh

Contact | Matt Johanson
Telephone: +44 (0)1302 577 333
matt.johanson@dbschenker.com
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STOKE SETS NEW
STANDARDS IN
MAINTENANCE
The DB Schenker Rail facility in the UK
is becoming a one-stop shop for services related to every aspect of repair
and upkeep

REAL ADDED VALUE
In Britain, DB Schenker Rail UK is putting the
first 50-foot containers onto the railways.

A

SERVICES REVOLVING AROUND WHEEL SETS
Stoke has been a key hub in the supply chain for rolling
stock for some time. Light maintenance work has
been carried out here since June. The depot features
an intelligent process design and state-of-the-art systems so that high-quality wheel sets can be overhauled
as quickly as possible. The employees have set them56

D

selves some targets for 2015: they intend to overhaul
up to 40 heavy wheel sets per week in addition to the
100 light wheel sets.
Wheel-set maintenance is, however, just one of the
many services offered by the Stoke engineers. Further
services include the overhaul of brakes and other
components. In addition, Stoke plans to take charge
of the calibration of technical equipment from all
depots belonging to DB Schenker Rail UK. As a result,
the ultramodern and freshly modernised facility in
Stoke is establishing itself as a one-stop shop for services related to every aspect of railway wagon maintenance and upkeep.
an

MAINTENANCE
Wheel sets must be
checked for damage
regularly and have
important
components
replaced.
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key milestone for DB Schenker Rail in the UK:
the rail freight operator’s maintenance depot in
Stoke, central England, carried out the first complete
overhaul of a “heavy” wheel set at the end of November 2014. At the same time, the depot obtained the
important RISAS (Rail Industry Supplier Accreditation Scheme) certificate with which the employees
in Stoke can take on the heavy maintenance of wagons
for DB Schenker Rail UK. Wheel sets that were previously sent to distant depots belonging to other companies can now be maintained and overhauled on site.
During heavy maintenance wheel-set axles are overhauled and wheel sets are reprofiled. The wheel bearings are also replaced.
“The RISAS certification provides proof of the hard
work, cooperation and commitment shown by all the
Stoke employees,” said Mick Hendry, Head of Wagon
Management at Stoke. “As the next step we will be seeking to obtain the certificate for the overhaul of driven
wheel sets so that all DB Schenker Rail UK’s wheel sets
can be overhauled in Stoke,” adds Hendry. With more
than 300 diesel and 30 electric locomotives and over
7,500 freight wagons, the rail freight company operates
the biggest fleet in the UK. The depot’s services in
Stoke are however available to other British railway
companies as well.

B Schenker Rail UK has been carrying 50-foot
containers by rail since last August, the first
transport company in Britain to do this. These new
operations run between Daventry in the English Midlands and Grangemouth in Scotland, and the client is
the logistics group W.H. Malcolm. Trains pulling
these large containers deliver loads to their destination for a variety of retailers and manufacturers seven
days a week. The order covers the transportation of
40,000 containers per year.
Until now, containers measuring a maximum of 40
feet in length have been the type generally used in rail
freight transport. These standardised large-capacity
containers can be used for transport operations by
both land and sea. 40-foot containers can carry a load
of up to 26.5 tonnes with a volume of 67.6 cubic metres.
By comparison, the bigger 50-foot containers offer
much greater capacity. Since they can generally be put
onto existing rail wagons, they represent real added
value.
The transport operations between Daventry and
Grangemouth come on top of those that DB Schenker
Rail UK has already been carrying out for W.H. Malcolm since April last year. Since then, the European

rail freight operator has been running trains between
Daventry and Mossend in Scotland. “This is another
fantastic order for DB Schenker Rail UK so soon after
beginning the service from Daventry to Mossend,”
says Neil McDonald, Head of Sales at DB Schenker
Rail UK. “It demonstrates the high level of service and
efficiency that DB Schenker Rail UK is bringing to
each contract, providing true efficiencies and reliability for our customers.”
For W.H. Malcolm, this order is a further step towards strengthening the company’s business relationship with DB Schenker Rail. “Our business is built
on successful partnerships,” declares Andrew Malcolm, Chief Executive of The Malcolm Group. “We
chose DB Schenker Rail UK because they provided an
effective solution that meets our requirements. DB
Schenker Rail UK has worked closely with us to get
our new 50-foot units onto its trains, allowing us to
offer more capacity to our customer base.”
This is also good news for Britain’s roads. This
latest contract means that the major traffic flows heading for Grangemouth remain on rail, thus saving
more than 20 million kilometres of road journeys
every year. 
mh

VERY LARGE
The trains with the
large containers
supply retailers and
manufacturers.
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the Polish border in Frankfurt/Oder. There, the locomotive was uncoupled, and the train was coupled up
to a locomotive belonging to the Polish state rail operator PKP Cargo, which would be compatible with
the Polish electricity network. “At this interface, we
previously always had to depend on making arrangements with the other country to get our trains transferred,” Grahlmann explains.
In future, there will be no need for these intervals.
The trains will be pulled by Siemens Class 189 multisystem locomotives directly from Wolfsburg all the
way to Poland. The new locomotives have all the necessary train-protection systems and are compatible
with both the German alternating-current network
and the Polish direct-current system. “As a result, the
whole European standard-gauge route between Germany and the Belarusian frontier, including transit
through Poland, is under the continuous control of
DB Schenker Rail,” Grahlmann says. “Only for transport operations from the Czech Republic for ŠKODA
do we still work with an outside partner, the Czech
state rail operator CD Cargo.”

Western European standard-gauge network ends and
the Russian broad gauge begins, it was previously necessary to trans-ship containers onto broad-gauge
wagons in two different places: at the terminal in Brest
in Belarus and in the Polish town of Malaszewicze.
This created a large number of interfaces. In future,
this trans-shipment will be carried out exclusively at
the terminal in Brest. “As a result, the Volkswagen
and ŠKODA transport volume in both directions will
be concentrated at one trans-shipment point for the
first time,” Grahlmann says.
This will have many advantages, as Boris Hudyvok und Jaroslav Soukup, who are both logistics
planners at Volkswagen and ŠKODA, are united in
confirming: “It means we will have all the containers
in one place, which will simplify the logistics
processes considerably. The coordination process
within our organisation will be shor tened
significantly; together, we shall optimise logistics
procedures for the Volkswagen Group.”
The whole change process extended over a period
of three years. Volkswagen and DB Schenker Rail

The reduction in the interfaces between Germany and
Poland will save several hours’ journey time in future.
Whereas in the past the trains took about 24 hours to
get from Wolfsburg to the Belarusian frontier, they will
now be ready for trans-shipment to the Russian broad
gauge within just 20 hours. The plan is to eventually
cut the journey time to 17 hours. According to Grahlmann, “In the medium term, we will be able both to
reduce journey times substantially and to stabilise the
quality of the transport operations”.
What is more, the DB Schenker Rail subsidiary will
organise the border formalities at the Polish-Belarusian frontier much more efficiently. Where the

Automotive were able to convince the state rail operators, PKP Cargo and the Belarusian BC rail company in particular, which are influential on the borders,
of the benefits of the new trans-shipment concept. The
goal has now been achieved, and the processes have
been optimised.
The new logistics system has also already passed its
first serious test with flying colours. DB Schenker Rail
Automotive is well prepared for the future.
mh

STRONG NETWORK:
Early in the year,
DB Schenker Rail’s
Polish subsidiary
took charge of
transport operations
right up to the
Belarusian frontier.

FULL SPEED AHEAD TO RUSSIA
DB Schenker Rail is continuing to deliver to the Volkswagen
Group Rus: in 2015 the rail freight operator will make the
logistics chain work even more efficiently.

ontainer transport operations between Europe
and Russia are now a subject studied at German
universities and are regarded as a model for the successful development of international markets by rail:
since 2008, DB Schenker has been managing six rail
freight companies, various operators and other subcontractors between Central Europe and two vehiclemanufacturing locations in Russia. The Volkswagen
Group Rus plant is in Kaluga, about 150 kilometres
south of Moscow, and the contract manufacturer GAZ
operates the plant in Nizhny Novgorod on the Volga,
some 400 kilometres east of Moscow. This is where
Volkswagen and ŠKODA have their vehicles made for
the Russian market.

TRACTION FROM A SINGLE SOURCE
In May 2014, Volkswagen renewed its contracts
with DB Schenker Rail Automotive for the existing
volumes carried by Schenker for a further two years.
Now, a new round is beginning: in 2015, the comprehensive logistics system with up to 30,000 container
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transport operations is going to be made even better.
Long-term improvements are going to be made to
the logistics processes for the Volkswagen delivery
shipments to Russia, both between Germany and
Poland and at the gauge-change frontier between
Poland and Belarus.
In Poland, DB Schenker is now able to get its traction organised from a single source. “Up to now, we
have had good cooperation based on trust with the
Polish state rail operator PKP Cargo,” explains Gunnar
Grahlmann, Key Account Manager at DB Schenker
Rail Automotive GmbH. “However, from 1 January
2015, we are entering a new era: DB Schenker Rail
Polska, DB Schenker Rail’s Polish subsidiary, will assume full responsibility for these transport operations, all the way to the Belarusian frontier.” This
will make the planning process simpler and less complicated. Both DB Schenker Rail and the customer will
benefit from this far-reaching process optimisation.
Until now, the trains set off from the Volkswagen plant
in Wolfsburg pulled by a German locomotive as far as

PARTNERS:
Volkswagen has
renewed its contracts
with DB Schenker Rail
Automotive.

Photos: Jeremy Nicholl/DB AG
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Contact | Gunnar Grahlmann
Telephone: +49 (0)511 286 1627
gunnar.grahlmann@dbschenker.eu
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PROCESSES FROM A SINGLE SOURCE
DB Schenker Rail and Chemion Logistik are combining
their strengths in rail transport. They present joint solutions
in workshops with chemical industry customers.

ON-TRACK
SOLUTIONS:
A view of the CHEMPARK at KrefeldUerdingen. The work
shop participants
Dieter Baierle, Jörg
Schmielewski, Daniel
Baral, Lutz Kolpatzik,
Cenk Seringölge,
Philipp Grüner,
Lea-Sophie Schmandt,
Gerd Clemens and
Thomas Schmidt (l–r)
discuss new approaches.
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lose cooperation calls for intensive communication
– DB Schenker Rail therefore organises regular workshops in order to maintain a dialogue with
its partners and customers. Improving performance,
utilising potential and seizing opportunities – these
are the key topics being discussed at these events.
In the safety and quality-sensitive chemicals
business in particular, the rail freight operator relies
on proven processes.
For this reason, DB Schenker experts met up with
their partners from Chemion Logistik and with customers for a logistics workshop held in Datteln in North
Rhine-Westphalia last winter. The meeting also offered
a platform for jointly discussing the potential for optimising rail services in international supply chains.
“We organise workshops with Chemion Logistik
twice a year in order to strengthen our cooperation,”
says Cenk Seringölge, Key Account Manager at DB
Schenker BTT GmbH. They always generate new approaches to improving close cooperation and mutual
support and to developing business models. Joint customers were also invited to take part for the first time,
giving them the opportunity to expand on their needs
and the daily challenges they face.
The focus was on safeguarding and developing existing routes as well as the changeover to the new Netzwerkbahn business model. This is defined as the
production system that comprises the cross-sector and
intelligent bundling of transport flows between European industrial and production sites.
The coordination and planning of alternative scenarios in emergencies and crises also formed part of the
programme. For example, the current restrictions on
the busy Cologne ring road call for alternatives in order
to take the strain off the CHEMPARK through intelligent logistics concepts around Cologne.
For customers Lanxess and Kronos Titan as well as
the CHEMPARK operator CURRENTA these were
absorbing topics. “For me it was interesting to observe
how close cooperation works. I think such events really do take us forward,” says Rainer Kussmann, Manager
Logistics Europe at Kronos Titan.

gen, Leverkusen and Krefeld-Uerdingen. The company recently commissioned a new, state-of-the-art
signal box in Leverkusen. The specialty chemicals
group Lanxess has production facilities at all three
CHEMPARK locations and relies on the sustainable
transport of goods by DB Schenker Rail for the single
wagon system. Kronos Titan is a subsidiary of Kronos
Worldwide based in Texas in the USA, a leading company in the manufacture and marketing of titanium
dioxide and iron salts. Kronos Titan uses inland vessels to manage a large proportion of its goods flows.
DB Schenker Rail and Chemion Logistik used the
workshop to present an alternative transport concept
designed to prevent capacity bottlenecks – caused, for
example, by high and low water levels.
DB Schenker Rail and Chemion Logistik have plenty
of joint experience of such logistics solutions. Their
flagship collaborative product is the high-priority block
train for Bayer MaterialScience, which DB Schenker Rail
and Chemion Logistik have been jointly running for
three years. The train transports nitrobenzene and
formalin in rail tank wagons, connecting the
CHEMPARK site in Krefeld-Uerdingen with the plant
in Brunsbüttel, some 500 kilometres away, five times a
week.
“Chemion Logistik is a long-standing and reliable
partner,” says Seringölge. The company, which as a fullservice operator covers the whole spectrum of logistics
services in the chemical and chemical-related industry,
provides its local rail logistics services to DB Schenker
Rail at all three CHEMPARK sites. The logistics service
provider offers the opportunity to contribute valuable
process components which, together with DB Schenker
Rail, result in the mapping of integrated process chains
for customers. Because of growing complexity and increasing interfaces, customers expect sound concepts
with reliable operations and flexibility in compliance
with exacting quality standards.
an

NEW TRANSPORT CONCEPTS

Contact | Cenk Seringölge
Telephone: +49 (0)211 3680 2190
Cenk.Seringoelge@dbschenker.eu

CURRENTA, as the joint venture of Bayer AG and
Lanxess AG, runs the CHEMPARK sites in Dorma-
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THE POWER OF FIGURES
DB Schenker Rail agrees a new framework contract with
Evonik, with KPIs intended to improve transport quality.

PARTNERSHIP WITH TRANSPARENCY
BASF buyers of logistics services visit the EOC to find out how the rail
freight operator handles the central management of their 5,000 trains
travelling across Europe every day.

E

vonik and DB Schenker Rail concluded a new
framework contract for logistics services in midJuly. “Evonik and BTT intend to develop their cooperation in logistics further by focusing on specific
priorities in rail transport on a long-term basis and in
a partnership based on trust,” says Cenk Seringölge,
Key Account Manager Sales & Logistics Chemicals at
DB Schenker BTT GmbH. “The new contract has provided the framework for continuously improving
transport planning and quality and for boosting efficiency.”
Evonik is a global leader in speciality chemicals,
with around 33,000 employees. The company is one
of the Chemicals Division’s top three customers: in
2013 alone, DB Schenker Rail transported over
600,000 tonnes in more than 20,000 wagons.
The new contract replaces the existing transport
framework contract, which dates back to 2006, and
will run for three years with the option of an extension for a further two years. It applies mainly to single
wagon traffic operations and strategic block trains
carrying prussic acid and potash. “This relates
especially to single wagon consignments that are dispatched from the Chemical Park to customers all over
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Europe,” Seringölge says. In Marl, Evonik and its
subsidiaries, along with other companies in which it
has a stake, are united with a further twelve firms in
a close material and energy alliance, which operates,
for the most part, around the clock. In total, more than
four million tonnes of products set off from here every
year to destinations worldwide.
Under the new contract, the two companies are
also introducing jointly defined performance indices,
known as KPIs. The aim of these is, first, to support a
continuous quality-improvement process and, second,
to build up the necessary pressure for change by means
of bonuses and penalties. “We have enshrined the
KPIs and a high level of cost transparency in the priceadjustment clause,” Seringölge says. The priority now
is to infuse this contract with fresh energy.
an

GOOD
CONNECTION:
(l–r, back row) Cenk
Seringölge, Adrian
Schwer, Franz-Josef
Lohe, Dieter Baierle,
Frank vor der
Wühlbecke (front) Dr
Carsten Hinne and
Matthias Heil.

Contact | Cenk Seringölge
Telephone: +49 (0)211 3680 2190
Cenk.Seringoelge@dbschenker.eu
Franz-Josef Lohe
Telephone: +49 (0)236 549 2460
franz-josef.lohe@evonik.com
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ommunication is central to the transport sector,
especially when many hundreds of thousands of
tonnes need to be moved reliably and safely every
year. For this reason, BASF buyers of logistics services
came together in November 2014 to meet their
contacts at DB Schenker Rail. The principal topic was
the oversight and management of trains carrying highvalue chemical products.
In order to guarantee the smooth running of
transport operations even in difficult times, the
chemical industry and rail freight operators have to
work closely together. It was in this context that the
BASF team visited the European Operations Center
(EOC) in Frankfurt am Main, from where DB Schenker
Rail manages the 5,000 freight trains that travel
throughout Europe every day. Around 200 dispatchers
are on duty 24 hours a day, seven days a week, to make
sure that trains travelling, for example, from the Port
of Rotterdam to Genoa, from Spain to Berlin or from
Scandinavia to Milan reach their destinations on time.
After being given an insight into day-to-day operations, the visitors paid tribute to the efforts that
Europe’s leading rail freight operator is making to
support their present position. “This journey from a
German rail carrier to a European rail logistics operator is an impressive one,” said Stefan Bartens, Head
of Logistics Procurement Europe at BASF. “It is very
motivating to see how this development is continuing
to advance – with all of us together!”

Rail freight transport is very important to BASF, both
for its own supplies of raw materials or intermediates
and for its deliveries to customers. In this process,
BASF sends many products through DB Schenker
Rail’s single wagon transport system, mainly liquid
chemicals in tank wagons. However, BASF is itself a
rail operator: the company has a rail infrastructure of
its own at all its major sites, with around 230 km of
track in Ludwigshafen alone.
Last year, BASF and DB Schenker Rail concluded
a contract up to the end of 2018 covering all the chemical company’s single wagon traffic operations in Europe. The annual transport volume comes to about
600,000 tonnes, equivalent to some 30,000 tank
wagon loads. “This volume makes pre-emptive planning extremely important,” says Dieter Baierle, the
Global Key Account Manager responsible for BASF
in DB Schenker Rail’s chemical industry team. “We
maintain a regular, intensive dialogue for this purpose.” This means that the rail freight operator intervenes, for example, when BASF has additional
short-term demand. Extra trains help to supply
BASF’s plants with vital raw materials or to carry out
deliveries to customers at short notice.
an

CHEMICAL GIANT:
DB Schenker Rail runs
single wagon freight
for BASF throughoutEurope – around
30,000 tank wagon
loads per year.

Contact | Dieter Baierle
Telephone: +49 (0)6131 1573 118
dieter.baierle@dbschenker.eu
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“Our company benefits from
the European rail freight
operator’s growing
multimodal capabilities.”
CLAUDIA SCHEMEL,
HEAD OF LOGISTICS, FERMACELL

cisely to their specific requirements,” explains
Thorsten Wartenpfuhl, Head of Railports & Logistics
Service in DB Schenker Rail’s Building Materials,
Industrial and Consumer Goods Division.

RAILPORT LOGISTICS
The long transport route begins with the commissioning of the initial leg by road. The pallets carrying
the gypsum fibreboard are first carried by lorry from
Orejo to the border towns of Irun and Bayonne, about
200 kilometres away. For this process, DB Schenker
Nieten coordinates closely with its local contractors,
the logistics service partners Railsider Atlantico S.A.
in Irun and Eurorail in Bayonne. They are responsible
for transporting the consignments to the DB Schenker
railports, where the freight is trans-shipped onto rail
following transport-related temporary storage.
The railports in Irun and Bayonne are two out of
some 100 railports in Europe that are already being
used by DB Schenker. These are multifunctional logistics centres with rail connections, where additional
services can be provided, such as the warehousing of
freight – over and above transport-related temporary
storage – or the order-picking of goods. In addition,
on request, pallets can be reassembled and covered

A SYSTEM FOR EUROPE
Some of Fermacell’s international multimodal transport operations have
recently started to be organised under one roof – a development that shows
how DB Schenker Rail is evolving from a rail carrier into a provider of railbased multimodal transport logistics solutions.

ermacell GmbH, part of the Xella Group, produces
and distributes complete systems for all aspects
of dry interior construction. With Fermacell gypsum
fibreboard and Fermacell dry screed flooring elements,
the company provides systems for walls, ceilings and
floors. Fermacell has been an active DB Schenker Rail
customer since 2013. At that time, Fermacell had been
thinking about alternative transport possibilities for
its product flows. After internal conditions had first
been changed, the company launched its first transport
operations by rail. Since then, the proportion of its
products transported by rail has risen continuously.

TRANSPORT CHAIN THROUGH
FOUR COUNTRIES
Last year, a new solution presented itself: DB Schenker
Rail’s Building Materials, Industrial and Consumer
Goods Division is no longer responsible only for transport operations from siding to siding. In collaboration
with the freight-forwarding subsidiary DB Schenker
Nieten GmbH, the division organises and manages
the whole transport logistics chain for Fermacell on
specific routes by various transport modes – and across
64

four countries in Europe. “This service is a welcome
relief for us, especially as regards coordination over
changes of carrier,” says Claudia Schemel, Head of
Logistics at Fermacell. “Our company benefits from
the European rail freight operator’s growing multimodal capabilities.”
This is illustrated particularly well by the example
of the Fermacell plant in the Spanish town of Orejo.
Here, near the French border, many thousands of
tonnes of Fermacell gypsum fibreboard are produced
every year for the European market. Fermacell has
entered into a partnership here with DB Schenker Rail.
“With the long transport routes across Europe and
the substantial volumes that we need to move, we
need a reliable partner at our side,” Claudia Schemel
stresses. “We have to be able to count on our products
being transported safely and on schedule.” This task
has been taken on by the freight forwarder DB Schenker Nieten, which is responsible for the whole transport
process all the way to the final destination in Vamdrup
in Denmark. “With our freight-forwarding subsidiary,
we are offering our customer Fermacell a flexible,
multimodal transport logistics solution geared pre-

FERMACELL PLANT:
Fermacell gypsum
fibreboard is made in
Orejo in Spain for the
European market.

Photos: Fermacell, Thomas Straub
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with plastic wrap to package them safely for onward
transport. The services also include “just-in-time”
transport operations, or punctual deliveries directly
to the receiving customer. For transport operations to
non-EU countries, DB Schenker Nieten also takes
care of customs formalities. Operational management
of the multimodal transport logistics chain is handled
by the control tower, through which DB Schenker
Nieten also provides its customers with transportrelated consignment data.
The complexes on the Spanish–French border in
Irun and Bayonne contain around 70,000 square
metres of outdoor and hall area. The modern halls are
used to store moisture-sensitive freight, such as paper,
pulp or coils, as well as automotive components. They
offer some 30,000 square metres for storage and for
direct trans-shipment of freight, known as cross-docking activities. The vast outdoor area can be used for
the storage and trans-shipment of containers and nonmoisture-sensitive freight.
Workers at the railport use forklift trucks to transship the gypsum fibreboard, which is wrapped in plastic to protect it against damage, from lorries to
wagons, where the pallets are secured for onward
transport. Each week, eight to ten wagons are pre-
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“In addition to our core
rail service, we commission
and manage transport
operations by lorry, as
well as logistics services
in the railports.”
THORSTEN WARTENPFUHL, HEAD OF
RAILPORTS & LOGISTICS SERVICE,
BUILDING MATERIALS, INDUSTRIAL AND CONSUMER
GOODS DIVISION, DB SCHENKER RAIL
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SMART SOLUTION
pared and dispatched on their northbound journey in
this way. The transport operations are performed by
ECR, DB Schenker Rail’s French subsidiary. Using the
Atlantic Shuttle, the wagons reach Mannheim, where
they are fed into the German single wagon network.
One part of the wagon group goes on from here to Denmark, while another part stays in Mannheim. The
pallets carrying the gypsum fibreboard are put into
temporary storage in the Danish town of Vamdrup
and in Mannheim, from where they are delivered to
their final destinations by lorry.

MULTIMODAL SOLUTIONS
Any problems arising in the course of a transport operation are resolved by DB Schenker Nieten. “This is
what customers expect of us,” stresses Martin Holl,
who is in charge of the execution of multimodal transport logistics at DB Schenker Nieten. “We will always
do everything we can to make sure a transport operation is carried out. If delays mean that time gets tight,
we also think of alternative solutions, such as direct
transport by lorry.”
Teamwork is crucial here. The high level of cooperation between DB Schenker Rail and DB Schenker
Nieten presents customers with new benefits. The
Building Materials, Industrial and Consumer Goods
Division has come together with its freight-forwarding
subsidiary DB Schenker Nieten to form a multimodal
rail logistics provider capable of offering and managing
logistics solutions in Europe across various transport
modes. “Many things are already possible here,” Wartenpfuhl says. “In addition to our core rail service, we
commission and manage transport operations by lorry,
as well as logistics services in the railports. Through
DB Schenker Nieten, we can also, when required, provide and organise special equipment that is needed for
transport operations, or manage our customers’ transport orders via interfaces with the customer system.”
The division still sees great potential here, with
both Fermacell and the Xella Group as a whole. “We
are looking at selected angles, as well as at all other
product flows and transport possibilities where we may
be able to launch additional multimodal operations,”
explains Markus Tiburczy, the Key Account Manager
responsible for the customer Fermacell/Xella. “Here,
we are examining how existing transport flows can be
combined intelligently with our DB Schenker Rail
network. Simultaneously, our aim is to work with the
customer to establish services to new countries.” This
will enable customers to focus on their core business,
while DB Schenker Nieten and DB Schenker Rail take
responsibility for resolving all logistics-related issues.
At the same time, they will benefit from the European
rail freight operator’s experience. “As rail becomes

SUPERVISED
TRANSPORT:
The customer can
count on his freight
being supervised and
managed across all
transport modes.
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Railports offer much more
than logistics services
Multimodal transport logistics solutions using DB
Schenker railports are based both on a main rail
leg, trans-shipment and lorry transport before and
after, and on additional value-chain-oriented logistics services. The focal point of this system is a
European network now numbering more than 100
railports, on which DB Schenker relies. These are
multifunctional logistics centres with rail connections. They facilitate cross-docking, combined
with appropriate handling of a wide variety of
freight types between road and rail, as well as, in
particular, the provision of complex logistics services, such as order-picking or JIT deliveries. This
enables the benefits of the two transport modes to
be combined intelligently. It means that recipients
and senders alike no longer need their own rail infrastructure in order to be able to integrate rail as
a transport mode into their value chains.
Many customers all over Europe are already
taking advantage of the benefits of rail-based logistics by using DB Schenker railports, which DB
Schenker Rail has now linked up on the north–
south and east–west corridors with frequent
shuttle and liner trains. Depending on the underlying production concept, these train systems
can also be used alongside the railports to serve
directly the sidings of the transport industry. In
France, DB Schenker Rail offers multimodal transport logistics solutions through several railport
locations in the immediate vicinity of the Spanish
border – both on the Mediterranean side, in
Perpignan, Le Boulou and Port Bou, and on the
Atlantic side in Bayonne and Irun. mh

embedded as a transport mode in our customers’ value
chains, we can persuade more and more customers to
work with DB Schenker Rail to use environmentally
friendly European rail freight transport to their advantage,” Tiburczy says.
mh

Contact | Thorsten Wartenpfuhl
Telephone: +49 (0)6131 15-67800
thorsten.wartenpfuhl@dbschenker.eu
Markus Tiburczy
Telephone: +49 (0)6131 15-61228
markus.tiburczy@dbschenker.eu
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INTERMODAL:
The modern silo
containers can be
transported by both
rail and lorry.

STRICT REQUIREMENTS

HIGHLY COMPLEX ROUND TRIPS
The Max Bögl group of companies is counting on DB Schenker
Rail’s single wagon freight network for its new cement transport
operations. The quantities carried may be record-breaking.

t was an impressive new acquisition: Max Bögl procured 136 silo containers specially for its new cement transport operations. Those 30-foot containers
can be transported by both rail and lorry. Since the
beginning of the year, four connections have been
operating in a complex shuttle transport system between western, northern and southern Germany. The
quantities involved are huge: 106,000 tonnes of cement, 24,000 tonnes of limestone powder and 3,000
tonnes of construction elements are sent on their way
across Germany every year.

INTEGRATED INTO PRODUCTION PROCESSES
DB Schenker Rail won out against several other bidders with its network concept and, as a result, is dir68

ectly integrated into Max Bögl’s production processes.
“The development of this highly complex round-trip
concept was an interesting and challenging task,”
says Ingo Irkes, a logistics adviser at DB Schenker Rail.
Together with Otto Fiedler, Account Manager, he
developed this transport concept, which has been
perfectly coordinated with the customer’s requirements: they both work for the Building Materials,
Industrial and Consumer Goods Division.
“We have a big responsibility here,” Otto Fiedler
explains, “and we are doing our best to justify the faith
that Max Bögl has shown in us.” What makes these
cement transport operations special is that they are
normally carried out by road, on lorries. In this case,
the customer is backing the environmentally friend-

Photo: Christoph Meier/ Max Bögl
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ly transport mode of rail and exploiting the flexibility of combined transport. In one year, this saves
around 4,000 lorry journeys.
The Max Bögl group of companies is a longestablished family firm with a corporate history
stretching back more than 85 years. With an annual
turnover of more than €1.6 billion and around 6,000
highly skilled staff worldwide, Max Bögl is one of
Germany’s biggest construction companies, with its
own vehicle fleet, and is now being managed by the
third generation. What is more, the group is
Germany’s largest construction company in private
hands. It has invested in its three sidings and has
boosted the share of rail in its transport volume in
recent years.

The network rail operator DB Schenker Rail has
helped Max Bögl to link up two of its five production
sites across Germany with these combined transport
operations. The main plant for the manufacture of
segments, wind turbine towers and other precast concrete elements is in Sengenthal near Neumarkt in der
Oberpfalz. Max Bögl Wind AG builds hybrid towers
for wind power at the newly built plant near the
heavy-goods port in Osterrönfeld near Rendsburg.
These products require a high-quality special cement,
which is made at the cement works of HeidelbergCement AG in Geseke and in Ennigerloh, around 50
kilometres away. “DB Schenker Rail was our ideal
partner for these transport operations,” says Erhard
Wolfrum, Head of Logistics at Max Bögl Transport
und Geräte. “We are benefiting from the rail freight
operator’s long experience.”
The wagon groups, with a total contingent of 52
combined-transport flat cars, run in DB Schenker Rail’s
individual-wagon network according to a cleverly devised system and require one week to complete a round
trip. The concept was implemented gradually. The first
shuttle transport operation began in 2013, between the
Geseke cement works and Neumarkt. A further three
connections were launched in mid-2014. In addition
to another two cement transport operations, one
more connection also started, carrying limestone powder from the main plant in Neumarkt to Neumünster.
Limestone powder, an important aggregate from
the company’s own quarry, is transported by lorry to
the Sengenthal works for trans-shipment. From
there it goes by rail, together with construction elements for the wind turbine towers, via Neumünster to
the Osterrönfeld works. The compatibility of the silo
containers with the various materials minimises the
number of empty runs and allows for a flexible response to short-notice fluctuations in demand. The
requirements are strict: “These are just-in-time transport operations,” Otto Fiedler says. “The silos have
a limited storage capacity and must never be allowed
to run empty.”
mh

Contact | Otto Fiedler
Telephone: +49 (0)911 219 6220
otto.fiedler@dbschenker.eu
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FINAL CALL
GO FIGURE!

WITH THE BIG GUYS
Maintenance at DB Schenker Rail Polska. Noise, the smell
of oil and crackling cutting torches – among the big guys in
DB Schenker Rail Polska’s wagon repair workshop in
Rybnik, Nina Staszek-Dajka is the exception: she remains
the only female welder at work here after six years.

What do you do at the railway company?
A friend of mine once gave me this advice: apply for a job on the railways! I had the choice of
becoming a crane driver or welder. Unfortunately, I have a fear of heights and it wasn’t
until later that I noticed there are cranes that
can be operated from the ground. But I enjoy
my job anyway!
You don’t mind being the only
woman in the team?
I don’t find it unusual. I don’t believe in men’s
professions or women’s professions. Everyone
should be free to do what they want. Where
there’s a will, there’s a way. But of course
there were doubts, and of course it was difficult at times. However, I can be really stubborn and I won’t let anything stand in the way
of what I think is right. That is why I never
70

wanted to leave the team. My colleagues say
I am reliable – and that pleases me! I have
some good friends here whom I can rely on
and who always support me!
In your day job you look after heavy freight
wagons and afterwards you care for animals! How does that work?
What annoys me much more than the idea
of men’s jobs or women’s jobs is animals
that are abandoned. It’s terrible! Even as a
child I was always going home with stray
cats. They were then followed by dogs and
birds. I set up a group on Facebook to help
abandoned animals, where I post when I
see such poor creatures. I then try to find a
new home for the animals together with my
friends – my family now has two dogs. an
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IN DEMAND

billion tonnes were transported in Germany last year.
According to the Federal
Statistical Office, this means
that freight transport in
Germany rose sharply in
2014. A federal government
estimate suggests that
around 3.5 billion tonnes
were carried by road in 2014,
an increase of 3.7 per cent
on 2013. One reason for this
is the marked increase in the
volume of building materials
transported, because of the
mild weather. The railways
carried 365 million tonnes,
2.4 per cent less than in the
year before. There were
heavy declines here during
the pay strikes in the autumn.
However, rail operators’
transport performance was
unchanged, at 112.6 billion tkm.

SAVE THE DATE

SIGN OF THE TIME

A LOCOMOTIVE NAMED AFTER JACK MILLS
DB Schenker Rail’s British subsidiary has named a
locomotive after the engine driver Jack Mills. He was
injured in the notorious robbery of a Royal Mail
train, known as the Great Train Robbery, in 1963, in
which the gang of robbers got away with the equivalent of €53 million today. During the attack, Mills
was so severely beaten over the head with an iron
bar by the robbers that he never fully recovered
from his injuries. Whereas the gang members enjoyed increasing popularity as allegedly gentlemen
robbers, the railway employees suffered from the
robbery for years. “DB Schenker Rail UK is pleased
to be able to name one of our locomotives in honour
of Jack Mills, who was seriously injured in the Great
Train Robbery more than 50 years ago. This should

not be forgotten,” said Andrew Byrne, Head of
Maintenance and Infrastructure at DB Schenker Rail
UK. At the ceremony held at Crewe Railway Station,
locomotive 90036 was named Jack Mills in December 2014. Following the train-naming ceremony two
memorial plaques, which had been mounted on
Platform 12 at Crewe by Virgin Trains, were unveiled.
These plaques commemorate Jack Mills and also
David Whitby, who was alongside Jack Mills at the
controls of locomotive 1M44 on that night of 8
August 1963. Relatives and former colleagues of the
two railwaymen attended the ceremony. Jack Mills
died six years after the attack and David Whitby
passed away in 1972 at the age of 34. 
an
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